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A ‘stealth’ Omicron subvariant is now spreading, worrying experts
Here's what the science shows so far about whether the BA.2 virus is more transmissible and how it holds up
against available vaccines.
By Sanjay Mishra Published February 3, 2022 • 6 min read
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/a-stealth-omicron-subvariant-is-now-spreading-worrying-experts

Cases of the Omicron variant are on the decline in U.S. and worldwide—but a different version of Omicron is
now gaining traction. This so-called stealth variant, officially known as BA.2, is armed with even higher
transmission potential, and possibly a greater ability to evade the immune response, than the original Omicron,
leading experts to fear it could further prolong the COVID-19 pandemic.
The World Health Organization does not yet consider BA.2 to be a distinct “variant of concern” but is
continuing to monitor its spread. BA.2 is beginning to replace the original Omicron strain in many countries. It
is now the dominant variant in Denmark, which recorded more than 50,000 new infections in just one day last
week. BA.2 also appears to be the major Omicron lineage in parts of India and the Philippines. It has already
caused about 250 cases in the United States and been identified in more than half the states.
The BA.2 subvariant likely arose from a common ancestor around the same time as the original Omicron, also
known as BA.1, so it is not a descendent but a sibling, says Cornelius Römer, a bioinformatician at the
Biozentrum of the University of Basel in Switzerland.
“I would hypothesize that BA.1 dominated first simply because it started spreading earlier, and now BA.2 is
catching up,” says Jesse Bloom, an evolutionary virologist at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center and
a Howard Hughes Medical Institute investigator.
However, BA.2 has been sometimes dubbed a stealth variant because it is missing key mutations in its spike
protein that are necessary for rapid PCR tests to distinguish it from previous variants, such as Delta. This
difference also may be why BA.2 escaped attention earlier.
In fact, the two Omicron lineages have greater evolutionary divergences from each other than the differences
between the original virus and the Alpha variant, the first variant of concern. “BA.2 shares over 30 mutations
with BA.1, but it also has 28 unique mutations,” says Shay Fleishon, an evolutionary geneticist and advisor to
the Central Virology Laboratory in Israel.
This suggests that the common ancestor of both Omicron subvariants spread for quite some time, evolving into
distinct subvariants before BA.1 was detected by a stroke of luck: A pair of mutations deleted two amino acids
from its spike protein, making BA.1 easier to distinguish from Delta in rapid tests.
Still, BA.2 is “just as detectable by PCR as any other variant,” says Römer, referring to the “gold standard” tests
that rely on time-consuming but highly accurate genetic techniques.

What makes BA.2 different?
Most of the differences between BA.2 and BA.1 are in the spike protein of the virus, which it uses to anchor to
and infect human cells. BA.2 also has a large number of mutations in other parts of its viral sequence that are
not well understood.
Early estimates by Denmark’s State Serum Institute suggest BA.2 is about 50 percent more transmissible than
the previous BA.1 strain. The Danish study, which is not yet peer reviewed, looked into the way COVID-19

spread in 8,541 households between late December and early January. About a quarter were BA.2 cases, and the
data show that even fully vaccinated people are more susceptible to catching BA.2 than BA.1.
The United Kingdom Health Security Agency also estimates that BA.2 is more transmissible, though it puts the
figure at roughly 30 percent higher than BA.1.
The genetic basis behind BA.2’s transmission advantage is not yet understood, says Bloom, who has combined
computational and experimental methods to study the evolution of the SARS-CoV-2 virus and understand how
specific mutations influence infection.
But the good news is that experts think it’s unlikely BA.2 will cause a spike in severe infections.
Another study that is not yet peer reviewed bolsters the case that the BA.1 version of Omicron causes less
severe disease than previous variants, especially Delta; only half a percent of 52,297 Omicron cases in Southern
California required hospital admissions. Similarly in the U.K., most admissions to the intensive care unit were
caused by Delta until January 19, 2022, when the most recent data are available.
Although BA.2 looks quite different from the original Omicron, there is no evidence yet to suggest that it is any
more severe than the previous variant. Neither the Danish nor the U.K. data show any difference in
hospitalizations between BA.1 and BA.2 variants. And in other countries where BA.2 is now spreading, the
WHO reports that hospitalizations are not rising any faster than what would otherwise be expected.
“We expect antibodies elicited by BA.1 will neutralize BA.2 fairly well, since the viruses are relatively similar
in their [binding regions],” says Bloom. For this reason, Bloom thinks it is unlikely that massive BA.2 waves
will follow in regions that just suffered from an Omicron surge.

Will vaccines protect against BA.2?
However, the results from preliminary data are mixed as to whether current vaccines will be more or less
protective against BA.2 compared to BA.1, which has experts concerned about more potential breakthrough
infections. For context, BA.1 is already very efficient at dodging previous immunity. It also reduces the efficacy
of two doses of the Pfizer-BioNtech mRNA vaccine, though a third dose at least partially restores it.
The U.K. Health Security Agency estimates that existing vaccines are equally effective at preventing
symptomatic disease caused by BA.2 and BA.1, though their data are based on a relatively small number of
cases. The U.K. data showed that a booster dose administered two weeks after the second shot of a vaccine was
63 percent effective at preventing symptomatic disease from BA.1 and 70 percent effective for BA.2.
Preliminary studies with lab-synthesized versions of the coronavirus also suggest that neutralizing antibodies
collected from the blood of vaccinated people are equally capable of blocking BA.1 and BA.2. And Fred
Hutchinson’s Bloom and others have done modelling based on the subvariant’s specific mutations, and they
predict that BA.2 won’t be as good as BA.1 at evading antibodies from vaccines.
By contrast, the Danish study is based on a larger case sample, and their data suggest the BA.2 subvariant is
even better at evading immune protection provided by vaccines than the original version.
For now, it’s tough to say anything for sure until more real-world data come in. “Obviously, there are not yet
direct experimental measurements for BA.2,” Bloom notes, “so we will know more soon.”

A vaccine tax can help end the pandemic
A vaccine tax would solve our public health problem while allowing the reluctant to remain
unvaccinated.
https://www.thestar.com/opinion/contributors/2022/02/14/a-vaccine-tax-can-help-end-the-pandemic.html
By Joshua Gans Contributors Michael Smart Mon., Feb. 14, 2022 Article was updated
The protests unfolding in Ottawa and elsewhere across the country tell us that a small fraction of Canadians
have a real — though unfounded — fear of vaccines and/or a general dislike of government mandates. For some
of them, vaccine passports and other restrictions will likely never be enough to change their minds.
But, the scientific evidence is clear: vaccines work. They reduce the risk that people will catch and then transmit
the virus to others. They prevent needless deaths and serious illness. They help prevent overcrowding of our
hospital ICUs.
Vaccine protesters believe their choice is a matter of personal freedom. However, their choice affects not only
themselves. The unvaccinated are risking the health of other Canadians, too, as they spread the virus. And they
likely ignore the cost of that, as well as the cost they would impose on our health-care system, should they
become sick themselves.
If some Canadians won’t be vaccinated, they should pay the price that choice imposes on the rest of us — a
vaccine tax, as once proposed by Quebec Premier François Legault. Measuring those costs and the risks of
infection, our research indicates that such a tax should be $1,500 per year.
The social benefits of vaccination are considerable. In a recent study, we estimate that every 1,000 new cases of
COVID-19 among the unvaccinated will likely infect between 400 and 800 other people — even more as social
distancing and other restrictions are lifted in the near future, as it now appears likely. That will cause additional
hospitalizations and deaths, as well as thousands of workdays lost to illness and self-isolation.
Legault retreated recently from his musings about a “significant” financial penalty for the unvaccinated after
cries of outrage from those who considered it an infringement on liberty or who doubt its effectiveness.
But, unlike a vaccine mandate, a tax would preserve individual rights. Canadians would be free to remain
unvaccinated — so long as they are willing to pay the true cost. And no one would be denied medical treatment
or asked to pay for it, regardless of vaccination status, respecting the principles of the Canada Health Act.
Vaccine hesitancy may reflect misinformation, community pressure, or traditional mistrust of science and
government. While these reasons appear irrational to most of us, we should fight hesitancy in the least-coercive
way possible. Vaccine mandates could be coercive, and we probably do not require a 100-per-cent vaccination
rate to achieve herd immunity against COVID-19 anyway. A vaccine tax would solve our public health problem
while allowing the reluctant to remain unvaccinated.
And a vaccine tax is no different than other ways we encourage healthy choices.
A vaccine tax is designed to protect the health of others, in contrast to proposed taxes on soft drinks and sugary
foods, which mainly affect our own health. What is more, the proposed $1,500 annual tax would be far less than
the cumulative $3,000 per year that many daily smokers already pay through cigarette taxes.
Vaccine hesitancy appears to be more common among Black Canadians and low-income populations, raising
fairness concerns. But, in recent polling, more low-income Canadians indicated that a financial incentive could
induce them to accept vaccination. So, a vaccine tax could be a “nudge” leading to better outcomes for all.
At the correct dollar value, a tax on the unvaccinated would cause them to consider the costs they impose on
others and make the right choice for all of society, instead of “free-riding” on vaccination by the rest of us. In a
nutshell, that is the economic case for a vaccine tax.
Now extending into its third year, the pandemic has been devastating to our health and economy. A vaccination
program will be essential in the years to come. A vaccine tax would put the social costs of being unvaccinated
front and centre in the minds of Canadians, and it would deliver benefits for all of us.
Joshua Gans and Michael Smart are respectively professors of strategic management and economics at the
University of Toronto, who have written extensively about the economics of COVID-19 and tax policy.

All 3 North Shore municipalities press mayors’
council for rapid transit line
Burrard Inlet line could go to Metrotown or Vancouver
Brent Richter Feb 8, 2022 7:41 AM
https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/all-3-north-shore-municipalities-press-mayors-council-for-rapid-transit-line-5038722

There are two notional rapid transit lines linking the North Shore to Vancouver and Burnaby, which North
Shore Connects plans to pursue. North Shore Connects
This story has been amended to correct the date of the Ironworkers bridge opening.
The North Shore’s three councils are putting the rest of the Metro Vancouver on notice – a rapid transit line
over Burrard Inlet cannot wait until 2050.
Elected members from the three North Shore councils voted 21-0 on Monday night (Feb. 7) on identical
motions formally asking the TransLink Mayors’ Council on Regional Transportation to prioritize the Burrard
Inlet Rapid Transit project in the next 10-year round of transit expansion.
It follows the launch of North Shore Connects the united front consisting of the istrict of est Vancouver
S
mesh
umi (Squamish Nation), City of North Vancouver, District of North Vancouver and
Tsleil-Waututh Nation.

For the last few years, the North Shore governments have been getting their notes in order. A feasibility study
found several routes that were at least technically possible. An economic impact study found a rapid transit line
crossing the Second Narrows and either connecting to Metrotown via Willingdon Avenue or downtown
Vancouver via Hastings Street ould eliminate 50 000 vehicle crossings per day from the North Shore’s
bridges, reducing congestion, emissions and collisions. It would also double the number of people within a 60minute transit commute of jobs.
Burrard Inlet Rapid Transit or BIRT as it has become kno n has been formally included in TransLink’s
Transport 2050 plan, which was adopted last month. But before any such infrastructure can be delivered, it has
to be made a priority through the mayors' council and then secure funding, and there are hundreds of kilometres
of rapid transit projects on the wish list elsewhere in Metro Vancouver.
City of North Vancouver Mayor Linda Buchanan said she experiences the same frustrations as everyone else
when it comes to getting around.
“People need more and better options. That's hy I am very proud to support tonight's resolution. Congestion is
one of the biggest threats to our economy and to our environment ” she said. “The reality is e need to see rapid
transit over the Burrard Inlet prioritized in the 10-year vision and investment plan. This is at the heart of
improving livability right across the region.”
Later that evening at the District of North Vancouver council meeting, Mayor Mike Little noted the number of
people coming to the North Shore for work or for recreation has been climbing sharply in recent years and the
status quo infrastructure is clearly not cutting it.
“This is a very critical point in this process for us and the district has been advocating for a long time for
transportation improvements to the North Shore ” he said noting there’s been no increase in capacity since the
Iron orkers Memorial Second Narro s Crossing opened in 1960. “Our population has doubled since that time.
We're noticing it every day and our infrastructure is under incredible stress. And this is one of the most
important pieces to giving us relief.”
District of West Vancouver council members were also enthusiastic in their support of the motion.
Coun. Craig Cameron, who represents West Vancouver council at TransLink, stressed the only way to ease
current congestion problems is to ensure local employees have a transportation option that is faster and more
reliable than driving a car.
“These are people ho are orking in our businesses they’re teaching our kids they're providing us dental
care. They're integral parts of our community and e need them ” he said.
Cameron said local leaders have been working hard behind the scenes for a while to make that urgent need for
transit improvements clear.
“The pressure has been going on for years and it ill continue to go on until e've secured our place in the ne t
investment plan. And the positive thing I will tell you is we get a lot of support for this plan from the mayor of
Vancouver, the mayor of Burnaby, and a lot of other mayors from around the region because it's generally
ackno ledged that the North Shore should be ne t so this is a good ne s story.”
Following the meeting, North Shore Connects issued a release, adding support to the cause from Squamish and
Tsleil-Waututh leadership, as well as local employers.
“Bringing rapid transit to the North Shore has the potential to support and enhance the sustainable development
of Squamish Nation’s lands and support our economic development goals ” said Council Chair Khelsilem. “It
could improve access to jobs, affordable housing and education for our members, while also providing better
connections in the region and bet een our lands.”
“It ill provide our community members ith increased access to public transportation and support long-term
sustainability and livability for our community members and people in the region for generations to come ”
added Tsleil-Waututh Chief Jen Thomas.

All the Biomass of Earth, in One Graphic
Published August 20, 2021 by Iman Ghosh
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/all-the-biomass-of-earth-in-one-graphic/

All the Biomass of Earth, in One Graphic
Our planet supports approximately 8.7 million species, of which over a quarter live in water.
But humans can have a hard time comprehending numbers this big, so it can be difficult to really appreciate the
breadth of this incredible diversity of life on Earth.
In order to fully grasp this scale, we draw from research by Bar-On et al. to break down the total composition of
the living world, in terms of its biomass, and where we fit into this picture.

Why Carbon?
A “carbon-based life form” might sound like something out of science fiction, but that’s what we and all other
living things are.
Carbon is used in complex molecules and compounds—making it an essential part of our biology. That’s why
biomass, or the mass of organisms, is typically measured in terms of carbon makeup.
In our visualization, one cube represents 1 million metric tons of carbon, and every thousand of these cubes is
equal to 1 Gigaton (Gt C).
Here’s how the numbers stack up in terms of biomass of life on Earth:
Taxon Mass (Gt C) % of total
Plants 450
82.4%
Bacteria 70
12.8%
Fungi 12
2.2%
Archaea 7
1.3%
Protists 4
0.70%
Animals 2.589
0.47%
Viruses 0.2
0.04%
Total
545.8
100.0%
Plants make up the overwhelming majority of biomass on Earth. There are 320,000 species of plants, and their
vital photosynthetic processes keep entire ecosystems from falling apart.
Fungi is the third most abundant type of life—and although 148,000 species of fungi have been identified by
scientists, it’s estimated there may be millions more.

Animals: A Drop in the Biomass Ocean
Although animals make up only 0.47% of all biomass, there are many sub-categories within them that are
worth exploring further.
Taxon
Mass (Gt C) % of Animal Biomass
Arthropods (Marine)
1.0
38.6%
Fish
0.7
27.0%
Arthropods (Terrestrial) 0.2
7.7%
Annelids
0.2
7.7%
Mollusks
0.2
7.7%
Livestock
0.1
3.9%
Cnidarians
0.1
3.9%
Humans
0.06
2.3%
Nematodes
0.02
0.8%
Wild mammals
0.007
0.3%
Wild birds
0.002
0.1%
Animals (Total)
2.589
100.0%
Arthropods
Arthropods are the largest group of invertebrates, and include up to 10 million species across insects, arachnids,
and crustaceans.
Chordates
The category of chordates includes wild mammals, wild birds, livestock, humans, and fish. Across 65,000
living species in total, nearly half are bony fish like piranhas, salmon, or seahorses.
Surprisingly, humans contribute a relatively small mass compared to the rest of the Animal Kingdom. People
make up only 0.01% of all the biomass on the planet.
Annelids, Mollusks, Cnidarians, and Nematodes
Annelids are segmented worms like earthworms or leeches, with over 22,000 living species on this planet. After
arthropods, mollusks are the second-largest group of invertebrates with over 85,000 living species. Of these,
80% are snails and slugs.
Cnidarians are a taxon of aquatic invertebrates covering 11,000 species across various marine environments.
These include jellyfish, sea anemone, and even corals.
Nematodes are commonly referred to as roundworms. These sturdy critters have successfully adapted to
virtually every kind of ecosystem, from polar regions to oceanic trenches. They’ve even survived traveling into
space and back.

The Microscopic Rest
Beyond these animals, plants, and fungi, there are an estimated trillion species of microbes invisible to the
naked eye—and we’ve probably only discovered 0.001% of them so far.
Bacteria
Bacteria were one of the first life forms to appear on Earth, and classified as prokaryotes (nucleus-less). Today,
they’re the second-largest composition of biomass behind plants. Perhaps this is because these organisms can be
found living literally everywhere—from your gut to deep in the Earth’s crust.
Researchers at the University of Georgia estimate that there are 5 nonillion bacteria on the planet—that’s a five
with 30 zeros after it.
Protists and Archaea
Protists are mostly unicellular, but are more complex than bacteria as they contain a nucleus. They’re also
essential components of the food chain.
Archaea are single-celled microorganisms that are similar to bacteria but differ in compositions. They thrive in
extreme environments too, from high temperatures above 100°C (212°F) in geysers to extremely saline, acidic,
or alkaline conditions.
Viruses
Viruses are the most fascinating category of biomass. They have been described as “organisms at the edge of
life,” as they are not technically living things. They’re much smaller than bacteria—however, as the COVID-19
pandemic has shown, their microscopic effects cannot be understated.

The Earth’s Biomass, Under Threat
Human activities are having an ongoing impact on Earth’s biomass.
For example, we’ve lost significant forest cover in the past decades, to make room for agricultural land use and
livestock production. One result of this is that biodiversity in virtually every region is on the decline.
Will we be able to reverse this trajectory and preserve the diversity of all the biomass on Earth, before it’s too
late?

Editor’s note: This visualization was inspired by the work of Javier
Zarracina for Vox from a few years ago. Our aim with the above piece
was to recognize that while great communication needs no reinvention, it
can be enhanced and reimagined to increase editorial impact and help
spread knowledge to an even greater share of the population.

BC's 'Code of Silence'
BC government awarded 'Code of Silence' for changes to freedom of information
Jeremy Hainsworth / Glacier Media - Feb 9, 2022 / 10:10 am | Story: 359522
https://www.castanet.net/news/BC/359522/BC-government-awarded-Code-of-Silence-for-changes-to-freedom-of-information
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The Canadian Association of Journalists
has awarded B.C.’s NDP government its
annual Code of Silence award for its
changes to the provincial Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy
Act.
Premier John Horgan, Minister of
Citizens’ Services Lisa Beare and the
provincial government were selected as
the 2021 recipients for the award in the
Outstanding Achievement in Government
Secrecy in the provincial category.
The B.C. government received the
accolade as a result of passing FIPPA
amendments into law in Bill 22 last year.
Bill 22 was roundly criticized.
On Nov. 24, the government passed it despite protests from freedom-of-information advocates and journalism
groups who called on Horgan and Beare not to pass the bill.
B.C. Information and Privacy Commissioner Michael McEvoy also expressed concerns to Victoria about the
bill.
Beare has said the changes would help people access services faster while strengthening privacy protections.
Critics, meanwhile, have said it won't increase government transparency; rather, it will add roadblocks for those
wanting to discover the inner workings of the legislature. The changes, they say, could thwart the uncovering of
government scandals or impede a citizen’s right to know how their tax dollars are being spent.
“The B.C. government’s bold efforts to significantly walk back transparency legislation has undermined
freedom of the press and the public's ability to monitor the provincial government’s actions," Canadian
Journalists for Free Expression board member Patti Sonntag said.
The B.C. Union of Indian Chiefs had said in an open letter that the introduction of fees for freedom-ofinformation requests about government activities would disproportionately impact low-income requesters,
including First Nations seeking to substantiate land claims and land-related grievances.
“This really sets the premier, and his government, apart from the rest of the pack this year,” the CAJ said.
The awards are presented annually by the CAJ, the Centre for Free Expression at Ryerson University and the
CJFE.
The intent of the awards is to call public attention to government or publicly funded agencies that work hard to
hide information that should be available under access-to-information legislation.

BC Housing Minister warns of red-tape delays in
Vancouver's new housing plan
Rob Shaw https://dailyhive.com/vancouver/eby-vancouver-mayors-making-home-housing-plan
|
Jan 27 2022, 9:32 am

Vancouver (Arthur Da Silva / Flickr)
BC’s Housing Minister is throwing his support behind Vancouver Mayor Kennedy Stewart’s proposal to allow
up to six homes to be built on a single-family lot.
David Eby told Daily Hive Urbanized he agrees with the intention of Stewart’s “Making Home” plan, which the
mayor resurrected after a 2020 defeat at council and passed successfully through council Wednesday night.
“It’s brave in an election year to tell single family neighbourhoods you are going to allow additional density,”
said Eby. “And it’s also necessary.”
“I think it’s great,” he added.
“Any time a local council or mayor is willing to take a risk and try something new to increase the availability
and affordable housing I’m fully supportive of that. We need more of this conversation taking place. But more
than the conversation, we need action.”
Stewart’s plan would allow owners of 2,000 single family properties to convert or redevelop them into up to six
ground-oriented strata units.

Vancouver’s “Making Home” plan. (MakingHome.ca)
The increased value of the land once the density is increased would be captured by the city to fund affordable
housing, or redirected to make two units permanently affordable in a development.
“The most useful part of it that I see is we have a large number of single family homeowners who are quite
house rich and income poor,” said Eby.
“And the only way that they can realise the income from their property is to sell it and move somewhere else.
For many seniors, moving on to a community where they have all of their friends and all their social
connections and all of their local stores that they go to where they know everybody is is a huge and disruptive
thing to do and so most people choose not to do it.

David Eby (Facebook)
“The possibility that this proposal raises is that a homeowner could potentially enter into an agreement with a
developer to create a number of units and then live in one of those units that’s more appropriately sized for what
their needs and also have money to live on, and not have to do reverse mortgage or sell their home.”
BC is willing to help partner on redevelopments under Kennedy’s plan, using $2 billion set aside in BC
Housing’s Housing HUB fund, said Eby.
“Proposals like this are what that funding was designed for,” he said.

Permit approval red-tape could delay progress
Still, the proposal will not solve all of Vancouver’s housing woes by a long shot.
The city, like the rest of the province, is facing skyrocketing real estate price increases due to low interest rates,
limited supply, investor speculation and other factors.
Another problem is the notoriously long time it takes for Vancouver city hall to issue development permits,
which ties up thousands of units in bureaucratic red tape.
“That’s going to be the big challenge with this plan,” said Eby.
“You now have the right to build this number of units on your property, but you can’t actually get the permit to
build them, is the situation a number of people, not just in Vancouver but other municipalities, run into.”

The tortured development process within municipalities is something Eby said he will tackle with new
legislation this fall. But he’s going to wait until after the October 15 municipal election to table the reforms in
the legislature to avoid making it a municipal campaign issue.

Vancouver City Hall. (Oleg Mayorov/Shutterstock)
He said the changes, which build off the 2019 Development Approvals Process Review report and a 2021
expert report on housing supply, will focus on “expediting and supporting municipalities in faster approvals
processes, and more predictable land use plans, and facilitating more affordable housing.”
The legislation will streamline how municipalities hold public hearings on redevelopments, set official
community plans and issue development permits, with the goal of letting people who want to increase density in
a way already allowed by a community’s official community plan to get busy actually building that housing,
said Eby.
“The pieces that that I’m particularly interested in is making sure that there’s sufficient density around transit
stations, for reasons of affordability and climate that people are able to live close to transit,” he said.
“And the other is around this problem that we have of it taking years for someone who proposes housing to
actually begin construction and dramatically shortening that, especially around affordable housing projects.”
Eby is looking squarely at Vancouver on that issue, criticising it for not moving forward with a plan to
dramatically increase density around the under-construction Broadway Subway line corridor, saying “thousands
of rental units along that corridor are just wanting to be built.”
It’s not clear how much of the fall legislation will be incentives to municipalities to move faster on higher
density, and how much will be punitive in reducing access to things like dollars for provincial transit projects
for cities that refuse to densify along new corridors.
Vancouver could fall into both categories.
In the meantime, anyone looking to run municipality this fall can expect to be handed a whole new set of rules
on housing development shortly after they are sworn into office in October.

B.C. moving to 'endemic' approach to COVID, says
medical health officer (VIDEO)
Omicron has been a game changer, says Dr. Mark Lysyshyn of Vancouver Coastal Health. Living with the virus
while minimizing 'societal disruption' is the task ahead
Jane Seyd Feb 6, 2022 1:05 PM
https://www.nsnews.com/coronavirus-covid-19-local-news/bc-moving-to-endemic-approach-to-covid-says-medical-health-officer-video-5030801

Health officials are moving towards a more “endemic” approach to managing COVID-19 that stresses minimizing societal
disruption, says Dr. Mark Lysyshyn, deputy medical health officer with Vancouver Coastal Health.

The Omicron variant, a highly transmissible but milder form of the virus, has forced a change in approach, said
Lysyshyn.
“It’s simply not feasible to handle it in the way we’ve handled previous variants,” said Lysyshyn.
Vaccines haven’t proven effective at preventing regular infections of Omicron but they are still very effective at
preventing serious illness, he said. “Now we need to work on that third goal – minimizing societal disruption.”
That means beginning to manage Omicron in a similar way to other seasonal respiratory viruses, he said.
Lysyshyn made his comments as part of a pre-recorded question-and-answer session with superintendents of the
two North Shore school districts.
Q&A with Dr. Mark Lysyshyn, Vancouver Coastal Health from North Vancouver School District on Vimeo.
Both superintendents and Lysyshyn emphasized the importance of getting kids back to living and going to
school in as normal a way as possible. “That’s what the next phase of the pandemic is going to be about,” said
Lysyshyn – taking steps to reduce risks while acknowledging they can’t be eliminated entirely without
significant downsides.
Both school and extracurricular activities provide kids with a chance to connect with trusted adults and interact
with friends, both key to their social and emotional development, said Lysyshyn.

Pandemic restrictions hard on kids
Both Chris Kennedy, superintendent of the West Vancouver School District, and Mark Pearmain,
superintendent of the North Vancouver School District, said restrictions brought in with the pandemic over the
last two years have been detrimental to the mental health of kids and teens.
Already with the resumption of sports and other children’s activities this school year, “we’re seeing a huge
difference in kids,” said Kennedy.
Lysyshyn said B.C. had fewer school closures than most jurisdictions and in hindsight “we think we made the
right decision to keep kids in school.”
So far, there haven’t been any school closures required because of lack of staff, said the superintendents –
something that was feared a possibility with the reopening of schools after Christmas.

“We have not even come close to that scenario at all,” said Pearmain.

Absentee rates dropping in schools
Kennedy said absentee rates in West Vancouver have been “hovering below 10 per cent each day” and have
recently improved, with attendance rates for both students and staff going up.
Mandatory vaccinations for teachers are unlikely in either school district given the already high rate of
vaccination, said Lysyshyn.
Providing COVID-19 vaccines with other regular childhood vaccines in schools is a move being considered in
some schools where there are barriers to access, said Lysyshyn.
Parental consent would be required ahead of time before vaccinating any children of elementary-school age, he
added.

Questions about on masks and rapid tests
Lysyshyn also fielded questions on masks and rapid tests, saying parents have to decide for their own family
which mask is best, but generally one that kids find comfortable and will consistently wear is more important
than any specific type of mask. “Most people wearing masks most of the time is what reduces risk,” he said.
Availability of rapid antigen tests is limited by supply right now, he said, adding the province is rationing its
supply for use in the most important settings like hospitals and long-term care homes.
Testing isn’t recommended for most people now, said Lysyshyn, so most people who get COVID-19 won’t
even be sure they had it. Health authorities now recommend people with symptoms just stay home until they
feel well again.
Greater use of outdoor learning and integrating use of technology into classrooms are adaptions to the pandemic
that will likely continue after COVID-19 has faded into the background, said Kennedy.
Pearmain said the pandemic has also underlined the “value of schools in terms of society in general” for
providing families with stability and a crucial “sense of normalcy.”
Schools have also stepped up to support families in crisis during the pandemic, said Pearmain, “doing things
that go way beyond our traditional scope.”

B.C. Supreme Court rejects request from Capilano
band to 'divorce' Squamish Nation
Call to quash 100-year-old amalgamation must be heard in Federal Court, says B.C. Supreme Court justice.
Lawyer for hereditary chief says Capilano band plans to appeal
Jane Seyd Feb 4 2022
https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/bc-supreme-court-rejects-request-from-capilano-band-to-divorce-squamish-nation-5027045

The B.C. Supreme Court
has rejected a request to
quash a 100-year-old
amalgamation of
Indigenous bands that
created the Squamish
Nation.Jennifer Thuncher,
The Squamish Chief files
A B.C. Supreme Court
justice has rejected a
request to quash a 100y 7mesh
Úxwumixw (Squamish
Nation).

The decision follows a court petition filed in May by Don Mathias, a hereditary chief of the Capilano Indian
Nation, asking the court to recognize the Capilano as a separate nation from the Squamish and to cancel an
agreement signed on July 23, 1923, legally joining the nations.
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But Fitzpatrick said the B.C. Supreme Court has no jurisdiction to decide the issue, as the legal agreement
joining the bands was made by Ottawa. That means the issue would have to be heard in Federal Court, she
wrote.

Issue dates back almost 100 years
The petition addresses an issue dating back almost a century, when a group of chiefs in Vancouver and the
surrounding area petitioned the Department of Indian Affairs and the Crown to amalgamate into one band,
which would be known as the Squamish Nation.

The Chief of Capilano at that time, Chief Mathias Joe, was one of the signatories to that petition, Fitzpatrick
noted.
On July 31, 1923, Ottawa approved the request and consolidated the funds of the different Indigenous groups
into one pot of money, to be administered by the Squamish Nation.
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'Settler laws' don't apply, Capilano argue
In court, the Capilano band argued that the Federal Court has no authority or jurisdiction over Indigenous
people, Fitzpa ck
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The lawyer for the Capilano Band, Andrew Rogerson, told the judge the band is simply looking for a remedy,
“
they want some relief in respect of what they consider to have been injustices over the last almost 100
y
.”
In the court petition, which was filed against both the Crown and the Squamish Nation, Mathias and the
Capilano Band allege that the Squamish Nation has misappropriated funds that should have been allocated to
the Capilano, including revenue from significant business opportunities.
In an earlier court ruling last fall, B.C. Supreme Court Justice Jasmin Ahmad ruled that parts of the case
involving those allegations can go ahead in B.C. Supreme Court.
Rogerson said this week the Capilano plan to appeal the most recent decision.
Anyone seeking to question federal decisions must file a claim in Federal Court within 30 days, said Rogerson,
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The Capilano continue to take issue with the governance system of the amalgamated Squamish Nation, saying
the government was supposed to be directed by hereditary chiefs under the original agreement but that was later
changed to exclude hereditary chiefs in favour of an elected model.

'No chance' of claim succeeding, says Squamish Nation lawyer
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Janes said beginning in the 1980s the band shifted from a hereditary chief system to an elected band council
system, but that was approved by the community, most recently by a referendum.
Janes said the Squamish Nation will deal with an appeal if and when one is filed.
He added the Court of Appeal has made it clear in a number of past cases that any challenge to federal decisions
needs to be made in Federal Court.

B.C. Supreme Court won’t turn over West Van
public foreshore for private pool
Owner should have known the rules, judge says
Brent Richter Feb 1, 2022 4:45 PM
https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/bc-supreme-court-wont-turn-over-west-van-public-foreshore-for-private-pool-5015945

A 1949 concrete pool juts into the public foreshore in West Vancouver's Sandy Cove neighbourhood.Clara
Hartree, RE/MAX
A West Vancouver
waterfront property
owner has failed in
her bid to take
permanent legal
possession of a
swimming pool that
juts out onto the
publicly owned
foreshore and ocean.
The pool was built in
1949 by Ken and
Louise Russell at their
Sandy Cove home on
the 3900 block of
Marine Drive. At high
tide, the pool is
surrounded on three
sides by Burrard Inlet. In 2015, current owner Heyan Wan bought the property from the Russell estate for $7.2
million while she was still living in China, according to a B.C. Supreme Court decision handed down last week.
The pool was part of the marketing of the home, Justice Heather MacNaughton noted in her decision, and a
major factor in Wan’s decision to buy the property.
The foreshore the pool is built on belongs to the province and is leased by the District of West Vancouver. In
late 2014, before the purchase went through, District of West Vancouver staff informed Wan via letter that the
pool was an encroachment but that she could receive a temporary licence allowing her continued use, according
to the court ruling.
The licence, though, forbade Wan from “replacing, expanding, altering, adding to, or substantially repairing the
encroachments without the permission of the district’s risk manager,” the ruling states, and it also included a
clause that the district would have the power to terminate the licence with 30 days’ notice with no need to
provide a reason.
Soon after the purchase went through, Wan hired contractors to demolish the original home and build a new
one, and do a renovation of the pool (though the building permit did not include the pool renovations, the judge

noted). Contractors installed gravel material and rebar for the purposes of relining the pool in concrete to
address leaks from cracks in the pool’s perimeter wall, the ruling states.
When the district’s plumbing inspector visited the site in 2018, he learned the pool’s chlorinated water was
draining directly into the ocean, which he said was “unacceptable,” MacNaughton wrote.
Contractors told district staff the pool’s walls had cracks and that only minor work needed to be done to “make
use of the pool safe and bring it to current code.” In October 2018, district staff wrote to Wan, denying
permission to do renovations on the pool and issuing notice the licence would be terminated in 30 days, the
ruling states.
In their letter, staff explained the rationale: The district does not seek to penalize people who buy a property
with an encroachment but, when that encroachment reaches the end of its useful life, it should be removed.
Wan filed a lawsuit seeking a judicial review of staff’s decision, and staff rescinded their notice to terminate the
licence.
Wan filed a separate petition in B.C. Supreme Court naming the province and the district, asking for an order
that the title for the foreshore area the pool is built on be turned over to her, with compensation paid to the
province. If the courts would not agree to that, Wan’s request was for permission to repair the pool and a 30year easement, along with an order barring the district from cancelling the licence or ordering her to demolish
the pool.
In deciding whether Wan should be entitled to a vesting order or easement for the foreshore, MacNaughton had
to evaluate whether Wan was under an honest but mistaken belief about the location of the property line, the
scope of the work to remove the pool and how its removal would change the value of the property.
In each respect, MacNaughton sided with the province and the district.
“She closed the purchase of the property knowing the terms of the licence she had signed. She cannot argue that
she relied on any representations from the province, or for that matter the district, about the nature of the
interest she was entitled to with respect to the encroachments. It could not have been clearer,” MacNaughton
wrote. “Given the size of that investment, Ms. Wan should have exercised due diligence signing the licence. A
reasonable person making such an investment would have ascertained exactly what her rights were with respect
to the encroachments and the terms of the licence. Having not done so, she cannot now say that she did not
understand it or is not bound by its terms.”
The cost of removing the pool and an adjacent boat ramp would be “modest” McNaughton concluded,
especially when compared with the price of the property.
And MacNaughton made clear, there are “good policy reasons” why the foreshore should not be vested in
private hands – that the Crown has an obligation to consult with Indigenous peoples who may have title, or
rights claims, and that the intent of the legislation behind a public foreshore is to preserve it for public use and
environmental protection.
MacNaughton concluded her ruling saying the district may issue a new notice to cancel Wan’s temporary
licence for continued use of the pool and order its demolition, which she would be free to contest in court.
According to the district, Wan’s temporary foreshore licence is also now under review.
The property was last assessed at more than $12.6 million.

Canada’s Charter Rights reveal truckers’
misinformed allegations are “deeply lacking
in merit”
Despite truckers’ rallying “Fuck Trudeau” cry, he has little jurisdiction over their demands, and has
become a symptom of irrational extremism. —
https://citizenactionmonitor.wordpress.com/2022/02/11/canadas-charter-rights-reveal-truckers-misinformed-allegations-are-deeply-lacking-in-merit/

No 2815 by fw, February 11, 2022 —
Jeffrey B. Meyers
“Prior to becoming interim leader of the Conservative Party of Canada, MP Candice
Bergen was among the more vocal members of caucus to push former leader Erin
O’Toole into an explicit embrace of the so-called freedom convoy that’s now
occupying Ottawa. CTV quoted Bergen echoing, almost verbatim, former U.S.
president Donald Trump’s description of the 2017 Unite the Right Rally in
Charlottesville, Va., which ended violently, as having ‘good people on both sides.’ The
problem is that in both cases, this is untrue. ‘There aren’t two sides or shades of grey
when a protest is associated with symbols of white supremacy, the desecration of national monuments, the
staging of a mock Indigenous drum circle and accounts of verbal intimidation and abuse of regular citizens.’….
As a professor of jurisprudence and the rule of law, I predict violations alleged by the freedom convoy
protesters will be found deeply lacking in merit once the dust has settled and the various Charter claims have
wound their way through the courts.” —Jeffrey B. Meyers, The Conversation
Jeffrey B. Meyers is a Lecturer, Faculty of Law, Thompson Rivers University, and a frequent media
commentator on the intersection of law and politics in Canada and the US.
Below is my repost of Jeffrey Meyers’ excellent article, an excerpt of which appears above. My repost includes
added subject headings, highlighted text, added images, and, at the bottom, a link to a CBC News report that
“Con Candice” has done a flip-flop and is now calling for the truckers to go home.
To read Jeffrey’s original article, click on the following linked title.
**********

Candice Bergen’s nod to Trump is a sign of Canada’s descent, but the Charter may save us, by
Jeffrey B. Meyers, The Conversation, February 9, 2022
Candice Bergen, Manitoba MP, now interim leader of Con Party, pushed O’Toole to embrace Truckers
Prior to becoming interim leader of the Conservative Party of Canada, MP Candice Bergen was among the more
vocal members of caucus to push former leader Erin O’Toole into an explicit embrace of the so-called freedom
convoy that’s now occupying Ottawa. CTV quoted Bergen echoing, almost verbatim, former U.S. president
Donald Trump’s description of the 2017 Unite the Right Rally in Charlottesville, Va., which ended
violently, as having “good people on both sides.”

Consider the harms done by Truckers’ so-called “Freedom Convoy”
The problem is that in both cases, this [claim of good people on both sides] is untrue.
+ There aren’t two sides or shades of grey when a protest is associated with symbols of white supremacy, the
desecration of national monuments, the staging of a mock Indigenous drum circle and accounts of verbal
intimidation and abuse of regular citizens.
+ There are also no shades of grey when one side embraces public health to protect the most vulnerable and the
other side, through their own actions, endangers public health by flouting public health regulations and
spreading misinformation about COVID-19 vaccines.
+ Far-right authoritarian populism of the type associated with events like Charlottesville and the Jan. 6, 2021
attack on the U.S. Capitol has admirers in Canada. Plainly. Some of the truckers fly Trump flags and Bergen
has been photographed wearing a MAGA hat. Canada is not exactly America’s moderate little cousin to
the north.
+ Events like the so-called freedom convoy don’t just harm communities and individuals, they do serious
damage to the body politic. We are all injured by the spread of misinformation about public health
matters like COVID-19 or issues like catastrophic climate change caused by carbon consumption. But we’re
also injured by false and destructive narratives about the Constitution and the rule of law.
‘Lacking in merit’
Canada’s Charter Rights reveal that truckers’ misinformed allegations are “deeply lacking in merit”
As a professor of jurisprudence and the rule of law, I predict violations alleged by the freedom convoy
protesters will be found deeply lacking in merit once the dust has settled and the various Charter claims
have wound their way through the courts.
+ Even fairly restrictive COVID-19 health protocols are unlikely to breach someone’s Charter rights in a
way that entitles them to a court-ordered remedy. That’s because all individual rights and liberties in the
Charter are subject to a proportionate balancing against the broader public good — none more obvious
than scientific and data-driven assessments of risks posed by a virus that’s killed almost six million
people worldwide, including more than 34,000 Canadians, in two years.
+ In fact, the very first provision in the Constitution of Canada is Sec. 1 of the Charter explicitly stating:
“The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights and freedoms set out in it subject only to
such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.”
+ Charter challenges to pandemic-related public health protocols enacted by both the federal and
provincial governments are slowly being decided. They show very little promise for those asserting
Charter rights violations due to COVID-19 health protocols. In most cases, Sec. 1 will stop any claim in
its tracks.
+ So, while Canada’s Constitution will not permit the RCMP to smash down the door of vaccine holdouts and
violate their bodily integrity by forcing them to get the jab, it permits the weighing of individual rights to
freedom of religion and conscience against the risk of worsening a public health crisis and creating an
even greater loss of life.

+ So far, however, the truckers have not even explicitly stated which of their particular Charter rights
they believe are being violated and how.
Blaming the wrong person
Despite truckers’ rallying “Fuck Trudeau” cry, he has little jurisdiction over truckers’ demands, and has
become a symptom of irrational extremism
A protester holds a sign during the so-called freedom convoy rally against
COVID-19 restrictions on Parliament Hill. THE CANADIAN PRESS/Justin
Tang
The federal government’s requirement that truckers crossing the Canada-U.S.
border must be vaccinated is aligned with the same requirement by American
authorities.
+ But beyond the fundamental weakness of any Charter objection to vaccine
mandates for cross-border truckers lies an even broader weakness to the
truckers’ rallying cry: “Fuck Trudeau.”
+ He is not to blame. Beyond the border, the federal government doesn’t have jurisdiction over much of what
the protesters are objecting to.
+ The provinces are on the front lines of the response to COVID-19 in terms of the management of health
care, the regulation of private businesses and most other aspects that play a major role in how the
pandemic is affecting day-to-day life for Canadian citizens. That’s how federalism works.
+ Trudeau, the focus of the truckers’ ire, has become a puzzling far-right obsession similar to how
Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton became the focus of wild-eyed conspiracy mongers south of the
border. The fixation on Trudeau personally is a symptom of extremism. It is reactionary and irrational in
the extreme.
Trump-admiring Conservatives
Canadians should be alarmed by Trump-admiring Conservatives
Now that the Conservatives have traded O’Toole for Bergen and firebrand Pierre Poilievre is waiting in
the wings, American-style, Trump-admiring Conservatives are poised to take over the Official
Opposition here in Canada. Canadians should be alarmed.
+ Trouble is, there are no both sides when one side cannot abide scientific facts or make a cognizable legal
argument. The truckers in Ottawa and their supporters are not good-faith activists or empowered citizens.
+ They have not done their research. They don’t understand the Charter, federalism or the rule of law.
They are selfish and entitled because they understand freedom in a purely individualistic sense. The
convoy, like the escalating blockade on the Canadian side of the U.S. border in Coutts, Alta., is a sign that
Canada is on the cusp of its own Charlottesville or Jan. 6.
We are fools to think ourselves immune.

Challenges to workplace vaccine mandates being
tossed out, legal experts say
Arbitrators are largely erring on the side of caution and minimizing
health risks to employees and the public
Brett Bundale · The Canadian Press · Posted: Feb 07, 2022 10:08 AM ET | Last Updated: 2 hours ago
https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/vaccine-mandates-1.6342193

While they have faced opposition from a small but vocal minority of people, court challenges to vaccine
mandates have so far sided with continuing to enforce the policies. (Christinne Muschi/Bloomberg)
Legal challenges of employer vaccine mandates and health measures are being tossed out as arbitrators in
Canada largely side with the need to maintain safe workplaces during a pandemic, legal experts say.
Most of the cases with rulings so far involve employee grievances in unionized workplaces, which have an
expedited decision-making process compared with the courts, they say.
A scan of decisions issued in recent weeks shows arbitrators are largely erring on the side of caution and
minimizing health risks to employees and the public, experts say.
"The first decisions have clearly set the tone in favour of employers and their obligation to maintain a safe
workplace," said Adam Savaglio, an employment lawyer and partner with Scarfone Hawkins LLP in Hamilton.
"We have a significant number of arbitration decisions in unionized environments that are showing that vaccine
mandates and restrictions are being upheld."

Court challenges
A recent arbitration decision between Hydro One Inc. and the Power Workers' Union dismissed the grievances
of multiple workers placed on unpaid leave for failing to comply with the Ontario utility's COVID-19
vaccination policy.
The policy required unvaccinated workers — and those who declined to reveal their vaccination status — to
take regular rapid tests.

In his decision, chief arbitrator John Stout said the policy is reasonable and necessary to address the ongoing
health and safety issues arising from the pandemic.
"Prohibiting employees from attending work if they do not provide proof of vaccination or a negative COVID19 [rapid antigen test] is fair and reasonable in the circumstances of this pandemic," he said in his decision.
"Hydro One is complying with their obligations under the Occupational Health and Safety Act to take
reasonable precautions to protect the health and safety of their employees and the public that they serve."
The arbitrator also dismissed the union's position that the workers should have been able to work from home.
Stout said most of the impacted employees could not perform their work remotely and a reasonable alternative
to vaccines through testing had already been provided.
In another case, an arbitrator dismissed a grievance filed by Teamsters Local 847 against Maple Leaf Sports and
Entertainment (MLSE).
The grievance was filed on behalf of a worker who helped convert the Scotiabank Arena in Toronto between
events such as sports games and concerts. The union alleged the company violated the collective agreement
after placing the worker on unpaid leave due to an "undisclosed vaccination status."
Arbitrator Norm Jesin said the "weight of authority" supports vaccine mandates in the workplace to reduce the
spread of COVID-19, particularly where employees work in close proximity.
It's the "duty of employers to take any necessary measures for the protection of workers," as set out in the
Occupational Health and Safety Act, he added.
 Canada's Big 5 banks will mandate COVID-19 vaccines for staff
Meanwhile, Jesin said MLSE had already taken steps to protect the confidentiality of the information.
"The employer has established that being vaccinated for COVID-19 is a necessary qualification for the
performance of work within the bargaining unit," he said. "Such a determination is reasonable given the
pandemic that presently exists."
In yet another case, UFCW Canada Local 175 argued that Bunge Canada's vaccine policy is "an unreasonable
exercise of management rights" by requiring employees to disclose their personal health information.
In dismissing the grievance, arbitrator Robert J. Herman said the food processing company's vaccine policy is a
"reasonable exercise of management's right to issue workplace policies."

Delicate balance
Experts say these cases underscore the current widespread support for workplace vaccine mandates and health
measures.
But they say the balance between protecting public health and safeguarding the rights and freedoms of
Canadians may gradually shift as infections wane and vaccination rates rise.
"Ultimately, given the charter limitations, these restrictions are by their nature temporary, not permanent," said
Wayne MacKay, professor emeritus at the Schulich School of Law at Dalhousie University in Halifax. "People
are starting to chafe under the ongoing nature of them."
 Google and Facebook will require U.S. workers to be vaccinated to return to the office
MacKay said while pandemic fatigue may be taking a toll, "it's still too early to throw out all the restrictions."
"We can't let the pendulum swing too fast in the other direction. That's one of the real dangers we face right
now is moving too quickly."
He added that while individual rights are important, "you don't have the right to put others at risk."
"You don't have the individual right to harm or put others in jeopardy."
 Porter Airlines, other companies to require COVID-19 vaccine or negative test for all staff
CBC's Journalistic Standards and Practices|About CBC News

City of North Vancouver reopening council
chambers to the public
Meetings and public hearings have been virtual for almost two years.
Brent Richter Feb 14/2022

City of North Vancouver council will make the chambers open to public attendance for the first time in almost
two years.Cindy Goodman, North Shore News files
After almost two years of virtual meetings, the City of North Vancouver is opening the doors to the council
chamber once again.
Starting with tonight's (Feb. 14) regular meeting of council, up to 30 residents may attend in person, the city
announced on Friday. Limited seats will be available on a first-come, first-served basis, according to the city,
and residents are encouraged to still participate online.
Council is also shifting meeting start times until 6 p.m., 30 minutes later than the usual start time the last couple
of years.
Since September last year, the District of West Vancouver has been using a hybrid model in which council
members and staff mainly attend virtually while members of the public can speak in person if they sign up in
advance. The District of North Vancouver has used a similar model.

City of North Vancouver to vote on temporary
garden centre for old bus depot
Garden store could could occupy the space for three years
Brent Richter Feb 2, 2022 1:28 PM
https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/city-of-north-vancouver-to-vote-on-temporary-garden-centre-for-old-bus-depot-5014331

This illustration shows a proposed Urban Roots garden store that could occupy what was once TransLink's North
Vancouver bus depot.CityState Consulting Group

What was once a depot for idling buses could soon be a depot for hostas and hydrangeas.
City of North Vancouver council voted unanimously Monday night to advance a proposal from Urban Roots
Garden Market to temporarily repurpose part of the mothballed transit depot on Third Street into a new seasonal
pop-up store.

Eventually, the city’s official community plan foresees the property being used as a mixed-use/commercial hub
to serve the burgeoning Moodyville neightbourhood, but the OCP does allow for temporary use permits that can
be in place for up to six years.
If approved by council, Urban Roots would lease 2,462 square metres on the eastern side of the property from
TransLink for the next three years.
In 2016, TransLink closed its Third Street bus depot in North Vancouver and moved the buses to the Burnaby
Transit Centre, against the protestation of local governments, who warned the change could leave North
Vancouver without bus service.
This illustration shows a proposed Urban
Roots garden store that could occupy
what was once TransLink's North
Vancouver bus depot.CityState
Consulting Group

The temporary use of the space as a
garden centre largely fits within the
city’s goals in the meantime,
according to staff, and council
members raised few objections.
“It's a good use of the land. They
don't have to do any anything
environmental because they're not
digging into the ground, and I think
provides a service that's wanted in the community so I'm happy to support it,” said Coun. Don Bell.
Council will make its decision about the proposal following a public meeting on Feb. 28.

Commodities, shipping, permits driving up property prices
Majority of key indicators point to higher prices for Lower Mainland real estate in 2022
Glen Korstrom Jan 18, 2022 10:53 AM
https://www.nsnews.com/bc-news/commodities-shipping-permits-driving-up-property-prices-4967470

Sailboats and condominiums reflected by a calm inlet, Vancouver, British Columbia, CanadaMarc Guitard /
Moment / Getty Images
Vancouver homes have steadily risen in price in recent decades regardless of economic conditions or new taxes
governments institute to curb market speculation.
There is reason to think that will continue.
COVID-19 has caused factories in Asia to temporarily close, crimping global building-product supply chains.
Strong global demand for construction materials has also caused shortages.
More than three-quarters of B.C. construction businesses are experiencing supply chain challenges, according to
an Independent Contractors and Businesses Association (ICBA) survey of its members earlier this month.
Commodity prices for raw materials such as lumber are up. Shipping costs are soaring. To top it off, the City of
Vancouver has raised building permit fees by an average of approximately 5 per cemt.
This means that builders need to sell homes at higher prices just to break even.
“Contractors in virtually every trade and in every corner of the province are experiencing delays and challenges
in getting the supplies they need to complete projects and meet deadlines,” said ICBA president Chris Gardner.
“The basic building blocks of construction are very challenging to source.”
Maison D’etre Design Build Inc. owner Rob Capar told BIV that suppliers require him to pay a deposit within
15 days in order for them to honour quoted prices.

“We work on getting all these quotes together so we can present it to a client, and by the time they may say,
‘Yes,’ the quote is already out of date,” said Capar, who also chairs the renovation council at the Canadian
Home Builders’ Association of BC.
Developer and Reliance Properties CEO Jon Stovell echoed Capar’s concerns. He added that scarce labour has
increasingly been a challenge, and attracting that labour has meant paying higher wages.
“It’s all contributory,” he said. “Property taxes are going up a lot. Having to hold the property while you’re
waiting to get permits [is expensive],” he said.
Stovell is also charged vacancy and school taxes on vacant properties that he is developing, which increase
selling prices.
The Canadian Real Estate Association expects the average price of a home to rise 7.6 per cent in 2022.
There are arguments, however, that countervailing forces could dampen home-price growth.
Rising interest rates would hike borrowing costs and mean that banks would lend those seeking mortgages less
capital.
The Bank of Canada is expected to raise its overnight lending rate to 1.25 per cent from 0.25 per cent, by the
end of 2022 after a series of hikes. That reduces the purchase-offer prices that new mortgage holders can bid for
homes, leaving sellers with lower offers for their homes.
Bank of Canada actions tend to mirror those at the U.S. Federal Reserve.
Notes from December’s Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting, released in early January,
suggested that the U.S. central bank might raise interest rates by a quarter of 1 per cemt four times in 2022 –
one additional hike than most market watchers anticipated.
That roiled North American stock markets.
The FOMC notes also suggested that the central bank may shed some of its bond purchases later this year – an
action that would increase the supply of bonds on the market, thereby lowering the price of those bonds and
pushing up bond yields, causing inflation. That, in turn, could prompt the U.S. Fed to add more interest rate
hikes to control inflation, making borrowing incrementally more expensive.
“Rising inflation typically means interest rates rise,” said Real Estate Wealth Lab chief intelligence officer
Jennifer Hunt.
But she added that soaring shipping costs and other inflationary forces reduce economic activity, which lowers
gross domestic product.
Hunt said that would typically lower rents and property prices, but could also devalue the Canadian dollar.
A lower Canadian dollar, she added, would mean that the value of hard assets, such as real estate, would rise.
Heavy demand for homes, as a result of population growth exceeding increased housing supply, is another
factor in predicting home-price fluctuations, Hunt said.
She pointed to Scotiabank (TSX:BNS) research that found that Canada has far fewer homes per capita in
comparison with European countries.
“We need unprecedented construction levels just to catch up to existing G7 standards of providing housing for
people,” she said. “Real estate is the most stable asset type through turbulent times, and it has been proven in
history to do that over and over and over again.” •
gkorstrom@biv.com
twitter.com/GlenKorstrom

E-bike battery alert after Brixton fire
By Contributor - 5 February, 2022

https://brixtonblog.com/2022/02/e-bike-battery-alert-after-brixton-fire/

London Fire Brigade image of Lambert Road
A flat fire in Brixton caused by an e-bike battery has led London Fire Brigade (LFB) to issue a safety alert.
LFB said a flat on the second floor of a terraced house converted into flats in Lambert Road was damaged by
the fire. Two fire engines and around 10 firefighters from Brixton fire station attended.
Two people left the affected flat before firefighters arrived and there were no reports of injuries.
The brigade’s fire investigators believe the fire was caused by the failure of an e-bike’s lithium-ion batteries.
An LFB spokesperson said: “Electric bikes and scooters are often stored and charged in escape routes in homes
or communal areas so, when a fire does occur, escape routes are blocked – which immediately makes an already
serious situation much more frightening for those involved.
“So please do be mindful of where you’re storing them.
“Many of the fires we are seeing involve batteries which have been sourced on the internet, which may not meet
the correct safety standards.

“We know that lithium-ion batteries are susceptible to failure if incorrect chargers are used, so it’s important to
always use the correct charger for the product and buy an official one from a reputable seller.
“Batteries can also pose a risk if they have been damaged, so try to ensure they are not getting knocked around
while in use or while being carried as spares, as this can increase the chance of damage to cells.
“You should also not expose them to extremes of temperature.
“You should always make sure you unplug your charger once it’s finished charging.
“Always follow manufacturers’ instructions when charging.”
LFB advised people not to charge lithium-ion batteries while people are asleep, nor to leave them unattended.

Firefighters’ battery safety tips








Always use the correct charger – an official one from a reputable seller
Charging batteries while they are still warm could make them more susceptible to failure, so allow them
to cool down before attempting to recharge them
Batteries should always be charged on hard flat surfaces where heat can dissipate.
Damaged batteries can pose a risk
Always unplug the charger once it has finished and do not to leave it unattended or use it while people
are asleep
Ensure working smoke alarms are fitted in areas where e-bikes or e-scooters are being charged and test
them regularly
Never block your escape route with anything, including bikes and scooters. Store them somewhere away
from a main through route.

Former tennis star fails to convince judge to call
fault on COVID-19 ticket
Grand slam for Crown on Grant Connell's disputed $2,300 COVID ticket for backyard gathering
Jane Seyd Feb 11/2022
https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/former-tennis-star-fails-to-convince-judge-to-call-fault-on-covid-19-ticket-5052390

Gatherings of over 10 people were illegal
at the time the ticket was issued in West
Vancouver.Getty Images
It was game, set, match for the Crown this
week after a North Vancouver provincial
court judge ruled former tennis great
Grant Connell failed to lob a disputed
COVID-19 ticket out of the court.
Connell was in court this week to dispute
a $2,300 ticket handed out in May for
hosting a “non-compliant” gathering at his
home on Southridge Avenue in West
Vancouver, contrary to the Protective
Measures COVID-19 Order issued by
B.C. Public Safety Minister Mike
Farnworth under the Emergency Program
Act.
West Vancouver police issued the ticket May 15, 2021, after receiving an anonymous complaint about a loud
party at Connell's house.
At the time, a provincial order was in place to ban private gatherings of over 10 people.
In court, a West Vancouver police officer said he went to the house just after midnight, after getting an
anonymous report of a loud party. West Vancouver Police Const. Brock Harrington said he saw a number of
cars parked in the driveway and outside the home, several people inside the home and between 25 and 30 young
adults in the backyard, having a party.
Harrington said he spoke with Connell at the front door – who he recognized as a former tennis star and local
real estate agent – and handed him a $2,300 ticket as the homeowner for violating the order on hosting or
organizing gatherings.
On Tuesday, Connell returned the serve in court.
Connell disputed the officer’s version of events, saying there were cars parked in the neighbourhood, but at
least four of them were his. He told the judge he has a family of seven, including his five children who range in
age from teen to young adult, and they had only six unrelated guests over that night, making sure there were
only 10 people in the backyard at one time.
“The numbers the constable is referring to aren’t reality,” he said.
Connell added as someone who spent four months in hospital when he had a stroke just as the first wave of
COVID hit in 2020, “I’m very aware of COVID restrictions and I don’t take it flippantly at all.”

In upholding the ticket, provincial court Judge Patrick Chen said it was difficult to reconcile the two versions of
how many people were present that night. “In my view, there’s a great difference between 10 people and 25 to
30 people,” he said.
Chen added it’s likely Connell wasn’t observing the backyard party at the same time as the police officer
because for the most part, Connell was upstairs inside the house while the party took place outside.
The judge said it was “extremely unlikely” that the police officer would mistake 10 people for 25 or 30.
“I find the more reliable evidence is there were well over 10 people. Whether that was 25, 30 or 20, I’m not
satisfied there were 10,” he said.
Connell was given to the end of March to pay the fine.
Police on the North Shore and nearby communities including Whistler have handed out a number of tickets for
"non-compliant gatherings" since the beginning of the pandemic. Several people are disputing those tickets in
court.

'Heart of Lynn Creek' development one step closer to realization
420-unit mixed-use development that includes a child-care centre and grocery store approved Monday by
District of North Vancouver council, pending final adoption
Charlie Carey, Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
Jan 25, 2022 10:44 AM
https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/heart-of-lynn-creek-development-one-step-closer-to-realization-4989860
A revised rendering
shows the planned
mixed-use
development at 15101530 Crown St. and
420-460 Mountain
Hwy. IBI Architects /
Fairborne Architects

The District of North Vancouver voted in favour of moving forward with the mixed-use development at Crown
Street and Mountain Highway Monday night (Jan. 24).
The development, which includes 420 units (45 of which are non-market rentals) passed the second and third
readings with only Couns. Betty Forbes and Lisa Muri in opposition.
The proposal includes 205 strata units, 170 market rental units, 45 non-market rental units, and commercial
space, all in a mix of buildings ranging from seven to 24 storeys at 1510-1530 Crown St. and 420-460 Mountain
Hwy. The project would be built on a 2.4-acre (0.97 ha) site on the east side of Mountain Highway, which
includes the former Dykhof Nurseries commercial operation land and five single-family lots.
The passing of the proposal comes after years of city discussion, staff involvement, development changes, and
most recently, a public hearing that was held in December of last year, where the North Vancouver community
was squarely in favour.
Couns. Jordan Back and Mathew Bond moved the motion, both highlighting the diversity of amenities the
development will bring to the area.
“We've got the grocery store component there, which has been asked for by many residents in that area -- to
have access to a grocery store that's walkable, in close proximity to their home,” Back said. “There's the muchneeded child care, particularly in this area of the community, that's included in this development. And … the
location of this particular development is in a neighbourhood that's well served by transit.”
Back suggested that the development also reinforces the official community plan of the area, delivers on diverse
housing options, and “really helps us achieve many of those priority actions as highlighted in the report.”
In a change of course, Coun. Jim Hanson ended up supporting the motion, after previously voting against the
development during the first reading. Hanson noted the needs of the community, with the display of public
support during the hearing at the end of last year, contributed to a change of heart.
“I [would] be much happier if the proposal [included] more rental added. … It would be much more preferable
to me if there was much less parking, no parking would be preferable, to be giving them ready access to transit.
And if the building was smaller,” he said. “However, I've had to consider this proposal and view it with my
policy commitments, namely to support rental and the needs of our community.”
Couns. Forbes and Muri voted against the proposal, saying the changes to the development don’t go far enough
in addressing housing affordability or the impact to the area due to traffic.
Muri said that when she was initially envisioning the building, never in her “wildest dreams” did she expect that
“land speculation and highest and best use would impact our communities the way it has.”
“There was a discussion, Coun. Curren, before you were elected to council, of having no parking in this area.
It’s on a flat [area], it's easily accessible. It's close to the bridgehead. It has transit. And so there were so many
things in favour of really thinking outside the box,” Muri said. “And none of those things were considered.
They weren't supported by the previous council. And we haven't looked at it in regards to this council just
taking out the parking and truly making it sustainable. Has this developer come to the table more than previous
applications? Absolutely. Could we have gotten more? I think we could have. We could have looked at this area
very differently.”

The proposal includes 464 parking stalls, including 396 residential stalls, 29 visitor stalls, and 39 stalls for
commercial purposes. However, two bicycle spaces for every home is also included in the plans, along with
new bike and bus bay infrastructure, electric charging infrastructure and a car-share program to further support
alternative transportation options to reduce private vehicle reliance.
The development will also have fossil-fuel-free mechanical systems that will help achieve a reduction of 80 per
cent greenhouse gas intensity to further support sustainability, and the developer has also committed to
installing green roofs on the buildings.
Forbes said the small amount of non-market rental will mean the development is geared towards those who can
afford to move to the North Shore, rather than people who already live in the district and are looking for
somewhere more affordable.
“I just think we owe it to try and protect areas where there's really good transportation for people who have
lower incomes, or middle-income people, or singles that are trying to get their rental somewhere. Single-parent
families who are trying to find a place that they can afford, and this being so close to transportation is the ideal
spot to put in more affordable housing,” she said.
The development proposal will come back to council at a yet to be determined date for adoption.

Bracing for the hits: How big landowners are
cutting their property taxes, and how it affects your
municipality and you
The assessed values of 7,000 B.C. properties worth $103 billion are under appeal. The rising trend is bad for
city budgets and owners of small properties
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Derek Holloway, a retired accredited appraiser with B.C. Assessment, near the Seaspan property in North
Vancouver District. Photo by Jason Payne /PNG
While many B.C. homeowners were shocked this month by soaring property valuations from B.C. Assessment,
the vast majority will not appeal.
But in recent years, owners of large, high-value properties have increasingly hired specialists to appeal property
assessments. When they are successful, local governments are forced to reimburse a portion of their property
taxes.
Bracing for the hits: How big landowners are cutting their property taxes, and how it affects your municipality and you

None of this is illegal and the appellants say they want to pay the correct amount but not more.
But this volatility has resulted in municipalities refunding hundreds of thousands, sometimes millions, of dollars
in tax revenue. Municipal officials say they have limited ways to recoup that money, including dipping into
reserve funds and boosting taxes for everyone else, including those with much smaller businesses and homes.
The total assessed value of B.C. properties under appeal to B.C.’s Property Assessment Appeal Board more
than tripled over the last five years to greater than $100 billion. But different sources disagree on what’s causing
the rise, and what it means.

It is “a massive issue,” says Coquitlam Mayor Richard Stewart, one of several municipal leaders who has
demanded the provincial government make changes to this appeal system.
“We’ve seen municipalities having to adapt their budgets enormously in order to allow for the volatility of the
taxes,” said Stewart, who has been mayor since 2008. “We know that everybody’s going to have to pay into a
pot to get rid of this debt.”
It is hard, though, to get people to understand why they should care about assessment appeals, and how they can
directly hit the financial bottom line of every household, he said.
“How do you tell someone that this process has essentially taken money out of their pocket, and put it in the
pocket of landowners who own a 50-acre parcel downtown?”
But major property owners and their representatives who spoke with Postmedia insist they are not trying to skirt
their tax obligations, and only appeal assessments they believe are incorrect.
At issue here is what B.C. Assessment calls the “risk to roll”: Each year, the government agency warns the
province’s 162 municipalities about any assessments under appeal, so city halls can prepare for possible
reimbursements.

This was a fairly smooth process until about five years ago, when the number of appeals began rising. Over
those five year, in a city like Burnaby, property tax reimbursements from successful appeals grew 20-fold.

Coquitlam Mayor Richard Stewart at city hall. Photo by Jason Payne /PNG
B.C. Assessment argues the values it places on the province’s two million properties are relatively stable, as less
than two per cent of those properties have been appealed annually in recent years. But with surging land values,
even a relatively small number of appeals can represent big financial disruptions for municipalities.
Burnaby had to repay $6.4 million in already collected property taxes because of successful appeals of 2020
assessments. Coquitlam paid out $1.8 million that same year. North Vancouver District has set aside $6.8
million it may have to return to a single land owner, pending the outcome of a lawsuit on an assessment appeal.

‘Never seen these numbers before’
“I’ve never seen these numbers before,” said Noreen Kassam, Burnaby’s chief financial officer. “Never mass
amounts like this number of appeals, or this whole concept of making deals (to lower property taxes). That was
never an issue for us until just a couple of years ago.”
There is a two-tiered process to appeal the assessments released every year in January. The first step is to lodge
a complaint by Jan. 31 with the Property Assessment Review Panel, which conducts 30-minute hearings, and
any agreed-upon changes are made before municipalities set their tax rates, typically in May.

But most complex appeals, often involving big, expensive commercial properties, aren’t typically settled at this
first stage, so landowners have until April 30 to launch a second challenge before the Property Assessment
Appeal Board, which is independent from government.
The number of properties appealed to this second-stage appeal board fluctuated between 3,000 and 4,000 from
2012 to 2017, averaging roughly $20 to $30 billion in assessed value.
But then the numbers started to climb. In 2021, there were 7,100 properties under appeal worth $103 billion,
according to figures provided by the appeal board.
The financial impact has grown so daunting for city halls that, in September, 95 per cent of delegates to the
annual Union of B.C. Municipalities convention backed a motion asking the provincial government to review
the appeal process, and to improve timing and transparency.
Simmi Sandhu, chair of the appeal board, said far more appeals are being settled at the first review stage, but
the appeals that come to her board tend to be larger, higher-value commercial and industrial properties that
“have more difficult appraisal issues that need more time to review.”
It is not the appeal board’s role to consider whether the outcome of appeals has any effect on property taxes, she
said. Rather, the independent board’s main purpose is to determine whether original assessments were accurate.
Sandhu said she could not comment on why appeals have increased, but noted the appeal board has hired more
staff to keep up with the pace. She also insisted that mediated resolutions and rulings by her board are
transparent.
An average of 94 per cent of all appeals that come to the board are solved through mediated resolutions
involving B.C. Assessment and property owners, a less-time consuming process than holding a hearing and
writing a decision, she said.

Overwhelmed by the volume of appeals
Some municipal leaders fear, though, that the appeal board, or PAAB, is overwhelmed by the sheer volume of
appeals.
A Burnaby city staff report last year said it was “clear the PAAB does not have the necessary resources to meet
the increase in appeals. … The growing number of appeals can result in a backlog of complex cases, which in
turn could result in the PAAB reaching decisions that it would otherwise not have done so if volumes were not
as high.”
The report also raised concerns about some people “appealing a number of properties, being successful on a few
and withdrawing the remaining appeals.” When asked about this trend, Kassam said some property owners may
be “flooding the system” with appeals, which cost only $30 each.
The appeal board annual report shows half of appeals have been withdrawn in recent years.
Appeals more than quadrupled over five years in Burnaby, and during that time the city’s property tax
reimbursements grew from $270,000 in 2016 to $6.4 million in 2020. Appeal numbers started to fall in 2021
and paybacks also went down, although 68 per cent of that year’s appeals remain to be adjudicated.
And a single large appeal can have a big impact.

In 2019, an agent appealed the $197 million assessment of the large Saputo dairy plant on Lougheed Highway,
which sold the year before for $209 million. The appeal resulted in the assessed value being lowered by $11
million. That meant a loss of hundreds of thousands of dollars of property taxes, Kassam said.
The overwhelming number of appeals means the city has a hard time keeping track of all the mediated
settlements, which do not come with written decisions, said veteran Burnaby Coun. Colleen Jordan.
“People have a right to appeal,” Jordan said. “But it needs to be transparent and it needs to be accountable.”

Burnaby Coun. Colleen Jordan by the Saputo dairy plant in Burnaby. Photo by Arlen Redekop /PNG

‘This is about paying what’s correct’
Paul Sullivan, the property tax agent who handled the dairy plant appeal, said that case demonstrates the
complexity of these valuations. The adjusted assessment more accurately reflected the significant costs of
remediating the industrial site for future development, he said.
“This is about paying what’s correct.”
Sullivan, one of Metro Vancouver’s most prominent property tax agents, says several factors are driving the rise
in appeals, including longer delays in the development process, which increase holding costs for development
sites and complicate valuations.
Another reason for the rise in appeals, he said, are the new taxes imposed under the B.C. NDP, including the
additional school tax and the speculation and vacancy tax. Many appeals are not only arguing the value of
assessments, but the way new taxes are imposed.

He cited the example of a Vancouver property where the owner, the Musqueam Nation, is developing rental
housing. The site was hit with an additional school tax of $2.2 million, which is supposed to apply to residential
properties assessed at over $3 million.
Sullivan appealed on behalf of the Musqueam and the appeal board ruled in his favour last year, saying
applying additional school tax on a rental housing development would be “contrary to the stated objective” of
the tax.
He has hundreds of other properties — with a combined assessed value in the billions — under appeals that are
contingent on the outcome of the Musqueam case. But those are all on hold, after the B.C. government appealed
the appeal board’s ruling on the Musqueam case.
Sullivan’s Vancouver firm, Burgess Cawley Sullivan, was acquired last year by Ryan LLC, a Texas-based tax
consulting firm. Ryan’s U.S. operations were the subject of a scathing investigation published this week in USA
Today under the headline: “Firm helps companies get rich with ‘questionable’ tax refunds, tactics that exhaust
officials.”
He insisted the story has no relevance to Canadian property taxes and the work his office does in Vancouver.

Paul Sullivan. Photo by Gerry Kahrmann /PNG
One criticism in the USA Today story was echoed by sources in B.C.: Ryan’s success with appeals is good for
clients who can save millions, but puts upward pressure on everybody else’s taxes.

Sullivan, though, disputed that characterization, saying it is “convenient” for elected officials to shift blame for
rising taxes to a small number of large property owners.
“We’re an easy target,” he said. “They would prefer that the pension funds and the developers should pay more
than their share … so that the homeowners should all pay less.”

$17 million in property taxes returned
B.C. Assessment did not provide someone to be interviewed, but issued a statement that said the most accurate
way to understand the impact of appeal decisions on local governments is to examine property tax
reimbursements. City halls repaid an estimated $17 million in property taxes following successful appeals of
2019 assessments, the most recent year provided by the agency, compared to $7 million in 2016. This equates to
0.35 per cent of all taxes collected being returned in 2019, up from 0.17 per cent three years earlier.
B.C. Assessment says the total number of properties appealed across B.C. over the past two years dropped, from
a high of 32,000 in 2019 to 22,000 in 2021, but said it did not have the reimbursement data for those years.
It has become clear that whether tax paybacks also went down over the last two years would depend on the
outcome of the large files at the appeal board.
Derek Holloway, a retired accredited appraiser who worked for B.C. Assessment for three decades and handled
appeals, predicts this challenging situation will worsen before it gets better. He said his former employer is
excellent at assessing house and condo values, but increasingly doesn’t have enough staff or expertise to
properly assess more complicated commercial properties or to handle the large number of appeals in recent
years.
“Thousands of complicated ICI (industrial, commercial and investment) properties under appeal is crushing
B.C. Assessment,” said Holloway, who continues to track the assessment business closely. “It’s getting worse
every year.”
The UBCM motion to review this appeal process was put forward by the City of Coquitlam, where appeals
grew to 265 in 2020 from 57 in 2016, and almost all involved a professional agent. The 2020 appeals resulted in
the city reimbursing $1.8 million in property taxes, mainly to large corporations and developers, said a report by
the head of finance, Michelle Hunt.
For example, Anthem Properties, a Vancouver real estate company, received one of the highest reimbursements
of nearly $300,000, after appealing the assessments of 19 properties in Coquitlam.
Anthem CEO Eric Carlson said it is easier for B.C. Assessment to evaluate similar houses on the same street,
and much harder to value “complicated mixed use” properties.
“Anthem only appeals assessments that it has determined to be materially incorrect,” he said in an email.
In Coquitlam, Anthem has several large developments under construction with various residential and retail
uses, which makes assessments challenging, Carlson added.
“It is logical then that the assessments would be incorrect, and that on appeal Anthem would be refunded that
portion of taxes paid on incorrectly assessed properties.”
Coquitlam’s loss of revenue from these types of appeals was covered by the city’s reserve fund, but that is not
sustainable in the future, Hunt’s report said.
“Coquitlam is among several municipalities who are now struggling to understand how best to manage appeal
costs.”
Stewart, the mayor of Coquitlam, said some appeals are perfectly fair, including those involving homeowners.
He also places no blame on the staff of B.C. Assessment or the appeal board, who are trying their best in a
system “with enormous challenges.” Nor does he have harsh words for most large property owners or their
appeal agents, as they are just trying to save money.
But, he said, the overall system must change.
For example, he argued, large commercial appeals should be settled more quickly and the risk-to-roll
predictions should better take into account the likelihood of successful appeals.

“At least it would reduce the potentially enormous impacts of these large-scale appeals, two years, three years
later on municipality finances,” Stewart said.
B.C. Assessment is overseen by the Finance Ministry, and the appeal board falls under the Attorney General’s
Ministry. Neither ministry would provide someone to be interviewed about this issue, but instead provided
statements.
The Finance Ministry said it is working on a property assessment review that will examine appeals and revenue
instability as a result of commercial land owners paying unexpectedly high property taxes. But the challenges
related to the overall issue of the high number of appeals will not be addressed, the statement said.
The Attorney General’s Ministry said, despite the volume of appeals, the appeal board has been able to maintain
its performance targets: In 2021 it settled nearly all residential appeals by the end of the year, and three-quarters
of commercial property appeals.

$6.8 million pay back
North Vancouver District is another municipality that has had to dig deep into its reserve funds.
Seaspan appealed the assessments for a large waterfront property for the years 2013 to 2019, when the assessed
value grew from $22 million to $222 million. After Seaspan argued, in part, that the land was too polluted for it
to be assessed at fair market value, the appeal board substantially lowered its assessed value for each of those
years.
B.C. Assessment and the district took this case to B.C. Supreme Court, which ruled the matter should be sent
back to the appeal board for “reconsideration.” But Seaspan has now continued this fight in the B.C. Court of
Appeal.
Meanwhile, the district has set aside $6.8 million in case it loses and has to reimburse a portion of the
company’s property taxes.
“When something like Seaspan comes along for North Vancouver District, they don’t have a huge tax base.
And it’s a real hit that they’re taking,” said Holloway, the retired appraiser.
“North Vancouver District, Coquitlam, and Burnaby’s particular experiences are but a sample of what happens
when B.C. Assessment’s original assessments, and those that result from the appeal process, create budget
instability for local taxing jurisdictions.”
With research by Postmedia librarian Carolyn Soltau
lculbert@postmedia.com
dfumano@postmedia.com

COLUMN: Low-frequency sound is silent, but it can kill you
By Bill Kahn Dec 28, 2017
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IT CAN’T be seen or heard; it can be indoors or outside; it’s not biological, environmental or radiation, but it
can make you sick or even kill you.
It is low-frequency sound, which seems ridiculous. How can sound bring on sickness or even death?
Your body reacts to sound, such as a train or plane passing by or your being too close to speakers, which can
cause you to shudder.
At the right frequency, one might not even realize it’s happening. It could have been the cause of the sickness
experienced by our people in Cuba.
Consider an analogy: Light from the sun. You can’t see past the ultraviolet part of the spectrum, yet it can burn
your skin, produce skin cancers, and X-rays and gamma rays can kill.
With sound as the culprit, at the right frequency, amplitude and duration, your health may be at risk. Go to a
heavy-metal concert for an hour or so (it is hoped without ear damage).However, nausea might be a side effect.
In that situation, sound has made the body vibrate and react.
The span of sound that a person hears is termed frequency range; the unit of measurement, Hertz (hz). Although
there is considerable variation between individuals, the hearing range is commonly accepted to be 20 to 20,000
hz.
To place that in perspective, the low frequency of a tuba is 29 hz and of a bass 27 hz. Below 20 hz, it’s called
“infrasound.” Those sounds are imperceptible to the human ear, but the body hears it, although one may not be
aware of the bombardment.
These sounds might occur from the whir of motors, water pumps, construction-site noise, an equipment room
near your residence, or close-by traffic.
Daria Vaisman, a research editor at the New York Press, told of an incident with Walt Disney and his team of
cartoonists. After they slowed down a 60-cycle tone in a short cartoon to 12 hz, they became sick for days
afterward.
A good example of extreme low frequencies that might be encountered is the church pipe organ. It can cause
sensations of sorrow, coldness, anxiety and even shivers down the spine.
Sounds around 19 hz match the resonant frequency of the human eyeball, with reports of apparitions as detailed
by the Coventry Telegraph newspaper.
The most dangerous frequency is at the median alpha-rhythm frequencies of the brain: 7 hz. This is also the
resonant frequency of the body’s organs. At high volumes, infrasound can directly affect the human central
nervous system, causing disorientation, anxiety, panic, bowel spasms, nausea, vomiting and eventually organ
rupture or even death from prolonged exposure.
The first documented attempt to reproduce the infrasound effects was by Vladimir Gavreau in 1957. He became
interested in infrasound when asked to cure a case of “sick building syndrome.”
The staff at a research plant in Marseilles, France, were mysteriously falling ill. Chemical or pathogen
poisoning was suspected, but Gavreau eventually traced the origin of the illnesses to air conditioning units’
rotating fans that were generating low-frequency sound waves.
Gavreau began to experiment with low-frequency acoustics with the intention of creating a viable audio weapon
for the French military. Several prototype designs were produced, christened “canon sonique,” consisting of
piston-driven tubes and smaller compressed air horns and whistles.
Gavreau and his team tested the instruments on themselves at the Marseilles plant, with unexpected results. One
of the team members died instantly, “his internal organs mashed into an amorphous jelly by the vibrations.”
Fortunately, they could turn it off quickly. Even so, others in nearby laboratories were sick for hours.
Everything was vibrating: stomach, heart, lungs.

The only known audio weapon to have been deployed was developed by the German military during the final
phase of World War II. The “Luftkanon,” or “Wirbelwind Kanonew,” a sound weapon designed to shoot down
enemy aircraft by creating a vortex of sound, did not have much success.
Home appliances such as a hair drier, toaster oven, television, personal computers, and surprisingly, even the
commuter train ridden every day, may produce infrasound. One of the characteristics of low-frequency sound is
that it can travel across long distances. The culprit may be wind turbines or water pumps miles away.
Recently, a woman moved into a new condo. She was not provided with a full discloser of issues related to the
facility, which in most areas is against the law. Specifically, she wasn’t told there were large water pumps
nearby.
They produced a series of audible noises and low-frequency sound, which made her sick. She legally voided her
contract and moved elsewhere; the sickness left.
Even if you can’t see it, hear it or feel it, sound waves can still make you sick or kill you. Each person reacts
differently to the same sound, so if no one else feels it, it may just be you.
Bill Kahn of Maitland, Fla., has lectured on automation and electronic communications at hundreds of
academic and other venues. He wrote this for InsideSources.com.
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usually done. They then asked to speak to
the manager. They became quite belligerent.
My teen is not perfect. He muttered
under his breath about how this just made
this situation that could be fixed, a whole
lot more difficult than it needed to be. He
should not have done that, but you, as a
customer did not need to tear a strip off him
with your yelling and threaten to go to the
head office.
What you did not see is that this conflict
reduced him to a rubble in the break room.
Did this make you feel better?
It was devastating for him. He is young,
hardworking, and a good citizen. I wish
more people were like him.
If there’s one thing I’ve learned through
all of this is that everyone has their story,
don’t pretend to know it, and treat everyone
with kindness.
To all the front-line, essential service
workers, you have my deepest thanks for
what you do, day after long day.
We, as citizens, need to be kinder and dig
deeper. We can get through this together.
Next time you see a name tag on an
employee who is serving you in whatever
way, greet them by name. You would be
surprised the difference this little gesture
can make.
Let us make this pandemic have a silver
lining.
Make kindness a core value.

BE KINDER, DIG DEEPER

Jennifer Knibbs
North Shore

SO MUCH KINDNESS IN
ONE DAY
Dear Editor:
I am a very old woman and probably
should not be going to the mall, but (on Jan.
20), I did.
I went to The Home Depot where a
woman went out of her way helping me find
paint and supplies, gave me a nice discount
on a paint brush, told me I inspired her to
paint her garage and said, “Have a very
good day !”
I was exhausted and went to Starbucks
for a cup of coffee. The manager (?)
searched for a gift card onmy phone and
found I needed to print it out. He asked me if
I would like a latte. I said, “Yes, please.”
There was only a very high chair
available. I hoisted myself up on it and the
manager brought the latte, compliments of
Starbucks. Next, aman came and asked:
Would I like a lower table? He helped me
move; I sat down with my latte and cried.
So much kindness in one day. Thank you,
all!

Dear Editor:
I know we have heard these words more
than once, but we need to be kinder and dig
deeper. We are hard-wired to do this, just
look back through history.
The other day, my teenager went to work
at his part-time job as a grocery store clerk,
which helps to pay his own way through
university. He is a dependable employee,
working there for three years, which is a
long time in the eyes of a teen.
He has a good heart, a healthy sense
of right and wrong, and, bless him, avoids
conflict situations at all costs.
Through the pandemic, he has dealt with
hoarders, people not wearing masks, angry
people, sad people, shoplifting, violent
people,
and almost everything in between. This
in the face of his own world being turned
upside down by the pandemic.
He always takes the time to chat with the
families that come through – spreading a
smile across many faces in what is a very
difficult time for everyone. He has his
regulars, who seek out his lineup just to say
hi.
The other day, another young cashier
Made a mistake when processing an order.
They called him over to help. He jumped in
and promptly went to refund the item and
refund them the difference to the correct
item (a difference of a few cents). The
customer decided this was not good enough
and demanded the item now be free, for the
inconvenience.
He politely informed them this was not

I’D LIKE TO SEE
E-SCOOTERS YIELD
RIGHT OF WAY
Dear Editor:
Re: City of North Vancouver Legalizes
E-scooters on Local Streets, Jan. 19 news
story.
I would hope that anything motorized
would be both licensed and insured.
I would also expect that scooters, electric
wheels, roller skates/blades, and all other
such forms of transportation/enjoyment to
be disallowed from entering “lanes of traffic”
on any municipal road or highway!
As a footnote to what seems like city
bylaw wording, the fifth sentence down
reads, “Exercise due care.” I would strongly
suggest [to council] that added to this
statement should be the phrase: “Must yield
right of way.”
Clarity in road use bylaws must be
absolute, any lack thereof will only create
confusion and undoubtedly lead to
dangerous
situations, road rage (by both parties),
and injury, not to mention liability issues.

A. (Tony) Caldwell
North Vancouver

Editor’s note: Council gave initial
endorsement
at the Jan. 17, 2022, meeting to bylaws that
would enable e-scooter use in the City of
North Vancouver. E-scooters remain illegal
until the bylaws are given final adoption.

Mayors' Council approves TransLink's Transport
2050 plan of 300 km of rapid transit
Kenneth Chan
|
Jan 27 2022, 12:52 pm
https://dailyhive.com/vancouver/transport-2050-plan-final-approved-translink-vancouver

Transport 2050 (TransLink)
After three years of planning and extensive consultation, TransLink has a new blueprint, Transport 2050, for
guiding how it will expand its public transit network across Metro Vancouver over the next 30 years.
During a joint meeting today, the Mayors’ Council and TransLink’s board of directors finalized and approved
Transport 2050.
This replaces the region’s previous transportation plan created in 1993, which outlined a plan that eventually led
to SkyTrain projects such as the Canada Line, Millennium Line and its Evergreen Extension, and the
Millennium Line’s future Broadway Extension and Surrey-Langley (Fraser Highway) Extension. A new plan
was needed given that these projects are either completed or in the process of being confirmed and
implemented, and to address the region’s growing population and economy, and changing interests.
Metro Vancouver’s population is expected to reach 3.8 million by 2050 — up from 2.7 million today. The
number of jobs will also rise from 1.4 million to 1.9 million over the same period.
You might also like:
 TransLink outlines detailed plan for 310 km of new rapid transit across Metro Vancouver
 Young people and employed prefer SkyTrain, old people want street-level transit: TransLink survey
 TransLink launches ambitious strategy to reach net-zero emissions
 BC government outlines new SkyTrain to North Shore from Vancouver (MAPS)






North Shore SkyTrain would remove 50,000 cars from the bridges daily: cities
92% of Metro Vancouver residents support UBC SkyTrain: TransLink survey
Major construction on Surrey-Langley SkyTrain expected to begin in 2024
Metro Vancouver's population now projected to reach 3.8 million people by 2050

Transport 2050 essentially has five key components, with the largest component being building 300 km of new
additional rapid transit.
“If one looks at the history of transit and transportation in this region, for the past 30 or 40 years, the criticism
that can be fairly levelled is we didn’t do enough, soon enough, and we weren’t ambitious enough,” said West
Vancouver councillor Craig Cameron, who is the district’s representative in the Mayors’ Council, during his
remarks.
“Infrastructure like SkyTrain lines took way too long to get built, and we didn’t think big enough. I think the
region has suffered from that lack of vision and action on the transit front, and so I am really heartened and even
excited by this vision, which I think is appropriately ambitious. It is still realistic, and we’re also shaping the
region… the future of the region is going to depend significantly on mobility, and people being able to get
around the region as it grows.”
This expansion would grow the region’s rapid transit network from 100 km in 2028 (including the Broadway
and Surrey-Langley extensions of SkyTrain) to 400 km by 2050. To achieve this growth, TransLink anticipates
most of this rapid transit will be implemented at street level in the form of bus rapid transit (BRT), including the
eventual use of automated buses when the technology matures, but there would still be a sizeable expansion of
grade-separated rapid transit such as SkyTrain.

Transport 2050 plan for additional grade-separated rapid transit (SkyTrain) and bus rapid transit (BRT). Click
on the map for an expanded version. (TransLink)
Here is a rundown of the seven project corridors with grade separation:

1. Surrey-Langley SkyTrain: The $3.95 billion, 16 km, eight-station extension of the Expo Line from
King George to Langley Centre is already confirmed, with construction set to begin in 2024 for an
opening in 2028.
2. King George Boulevard: Rapid transit serving the north-south corridor through Surrey City Centre to
Newton.
3. Willingdon/Hastings Street/2nd Narrows: Rapid transit from downtown Vancouver to the North
Shore via Hastings Street and the Second Narrows, along Willingdon Avenue reaching Brentwood
Town Centre and Metrotown Station. The provincial government recently led a study exploring fixedlink rapid transit options to the North Shore such as SkyTrain extensions.
4. 41st Avenue/49th Avenue: Rapid transit from UBC to Metrotown Station.
5. SFU Burnaby Mountain Gondola: Detailed planning is already underway, but the project is in need of
funding. TransLink has identified the shortest, most direct route from Production Way-University
Station as its preferred route for reasons that include lowest cost, highest ridership potential, and lowest
impact on green spaces.
6. UBC SkyTrain: Extension of the Millennium Line from Arbutus to UBC. The federal and provincial
governments have promised to cover 80% of the detailed planning costs of creating a business case.
7. Port Coquitlam SkyTrain: A possible short two-kilometre-long extension of the Millennium Line from
Coquitlam Central Station to Port Coquitlam’s downtown. The Evergreen Extension’s pre-built
segments of track at Coquitlam Central Station allows for a future extension towards Port Coquitlam.
Transport 2050’s rapid transit component also identifies a need to provide the Expo Line and Canada Line with
capacity relief measures.
As well, it calls for maintaining and enhancing existing heavy passenger rail service, specifically the West
Coast Express, by supporting investments that could increase freight and passenger rail reliability, including
additional capacity and span of service along existing and potential future passenger rail corridors.
Regional and interregional travel would be further supported by a new network of dedicated express bus routes
supported by bus lanes and priority measures, including on regional or provincial highways. Such express bus
services would not only link Metro Vancouver, but reach the Fraser Valley, Sea to Sky Corridor to Whistler,
BC Ferries’ terminals reaching Vancouver Island and the Sunshine Coast, and Washington State.

Transport 2050 plan for express bus routes, and regional and interregional transit connections. Click on the map
for an expanded version. (TransLink)
Additional rail-based transit coupled with expansive BRT, express buses, and improved conventional local bus
services are all part of the goal of having all residents who live within Metro Vancouver’s urban areas are
within a five-minute walk of frequent, all-day, everyday public transit services, which is the second key
component of Transport 2050.
Currently, 48% of the region’s residents (1.26 million) and 60% of jobs are within 400 metres from frequent
transit services. If all goes as planned, this would increase to 91% of residents (3.34 million) and 88% of jobs
(1.58 million) by 2050.
Close walking distance proximity to rapid transit would grow from 16% of residents (0.43 million) and 32% of
jobs (0.43 million, as well) today to 55% of residents (2.04 million) and 65% (1.16 million) of jobs by 2050.
The larger public transit network also serves to open up new housing opportunities and improve overall living
affordability, by not only making lower cost housing in lower-density areas more accessible by public transit —
reaching more areas with employment — but also enabling public transit as a feasible, lower cost transportation
option compared to private vehicles.
“This plan also really digs into the affordability issue, which came up in the public consultation process as one
of the top concerns our region is facing. Housing affordability is first and foremost, but I think the issue is much
broader than that, and there are many in this region that face challenges,” said Jonathan Cote, the mayor of New
Westminster and the chair of the Mayors’ Council.
“I think our region has been very successful in increasing density and mixed-use neighbourhoods around
transit, but I think if we’ve had any failures in past plans, we’ve failed to make sure the affordability
components with housing would match with our transportation investments. This plan makes some whole steps
and ambitious towards correcting those issues, ensuring people of all walks of life have access to good transit,
and that we’re making space for people who need transit most in our communities have access and can afford to
live near transit.”
But implementing these multi-billion dollar public transit expansion plans necessitate significant funding, which
is largely dependent on the federal and provincial governments. TransLink does not have a stable, reliable
source for funding expansion and improvements, and it is currently challenged by lower ridership as a result of
how the pandemic may have changed behaviours over the long term, and lower fuel tax revenues from newer
vehicles with fuel efficiency or battery power.
Three other key components of Transport 2050 entail creating more people-first streets for walking, biking,
rolling, and public transit, as well as building 850 km of the major bikeway network, and encouraging the use of
electric-battery vehicles and shared vehicles.
Major considerations were also given to new and improved arterial road infrastructure, the efficient movement
of goods, the eventuality of automated vehicles, and climate-related goals.
Transport 2050 runs in parallel with TransLink’s newly established plan to become net-zero emissions by 2050,
including the transition away from fossil-fuel buses when they age to electric-battery buses, the use of
renewable fuels for West Coast Express and SeaBus, the introduction of new electric-battery SeaBus vessels,
and green design renovations to existing buildings and facilities.

Editorial: mental health help key to pandemic recovery
While many people are hanging in there, it’s clear others are not doing particularly well
North Shore News
Feb 9, 2022 9:02 AM
https://www.nsnews.com/opinion/editorial-mental-health-help-key-to-pandemic-recovery-5041675
Jacklyne Rea, manager of
Mental Health and
Substance Use for
Vancouver Coastal Health,
gathers with North Van
RCMP Sgt. Peter DeVries,
crisis response nurse
Alyssa Chorney, and West
Van police Const. Kevin
Goodmurphy for the
launch of the Car 22
mental health response
program at the HOpe
Centre in North
Vancouver.Paul McGrath,
North Shore News
How are you doing, two
years into the pandemic?
While many people are
hanging in there, grabbing
onto hope that better days are just around the corner, it’s clear others are not doing particularly well.
Disruption of regular routines and stress-busting outlets, anxiety about the state of the world under the
pandemic, and lack of normal social contact have left many feeling frayed. Up to half of us say the pandemic
has worsened our mental state.
For those with underlying mental health issues, the past two years may well have pushed them to become
significantly less able to cope.
Recently two new programs on the North Shore have aimed to make a difference to those in crisis. One program
– Car 22 – adds an embedded mental health worker to police responses to crisis calls. That’s a positive step to
help de-escalate situations. A second dedicated civilian team from the Canadian Mental Health Association has
also been launched to respond to calls when a police presence – or emergency room assistance – isn’t desired or
needed. In that case, peer assistance can play a valuable role.
We’re happy to see both services running on the North Shore.
What’s still needed, though, is a way to bolster support for those who are struggling – before a crisis point is
reached. A number of supports do exist. But those can still be hard to access, and many have yet to make the
switch from virtual sessions back to real-life help.
Even as the grip of the pandemic starts to loosen, we can expect to see its impacts felt into the future. Having
appropriate mental health supports will be key to getting many of us back to our happy place.

Mobility strategy aims to address North Shore traffic congestion
Lower Lonsdale Business association says congestion is adversely affecting local businesses
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/mobility-strategy-north-vancouver-1.6338561

Michelle Gomez · CBC News · Posted: Feb 03, 2022 3:37 PM PT | Last Updated:
February 3
The City of North Vancouver is working on a mobility plan to try to reduce traffic
congestion. Residents have until Friday, Feb. 11 at 4 p.m. to submit feedback on the
draft plan. (Ben Nelms/CBC)

Owns a bike shop but commutes to/
from work by car??? -cjk

Tony Sun owns a bike shop on the
Lonsdale Quay in North
Vancouver. As a Burnaby resident,
he commutes to work via the
Ironworkers Memorial Bridge
every day.
Sun said he often spends 30-45
minutes sitting in traffic near the
bridge during both his morning
and evening commute.
"It's taking time away from family,
work, it's no fun," said Sun.
Sun is not alone in his daily commute. Traffic congestion on the North Shore was a key topic in the last mayoral
election..
It's an issue that the city's proposed new mobility strategy is trying to address.
"For too long, we have designed cities for the movement of cars, not people," said City of North
Vancouver Mayor Linda Buchanan.
But almost all cars have people in them and the
vast majority use cars because it is safest etc.! -cjk


North Shore traffic nightmare raises concerns about plans for a real disaster

While the number of jobs in North Vancouver has increased along with the number of daily commuters, the
amount of available housing has not.
North Vancouver is also a gateway to multiple regional destinations, including the Sea to Sky highway corridor
and the Horseshoe Bay ferry terminal. And, as a port city, said Buchanan, goods are regularly moved within the
municipality.
The city's plan includes diversifying methods of transportation available to people, redesigning traffic flow and
making streets more pedestrian friendly.


B.C. government to study fixed-link rapid transit to North Shore

Buchanan said the mobility strategy is about designing streets to work for everyone "regardless of how you
move about."
Some of the measures the municipality has taken to try to address congestion include the all-electric bike share
service Lime and launching an e-scooter pilot program.

Business woes
Lower Lonsdale Business Association executive director Greg Holmes said the congestion problem combined
with limited parking has adversely affected local businesses.
"I was speaking to a business about something unrelated yesterday … and she said to me, 'I get people phoning
in saying is there any parking? I'm not coming down unless I can park.'"
A survey conducted by the North Vancouver Chamber of Commerce in 2018 found that 40 per cent of its
members were considering relocating outside of the city due to traffic-related woes.


North Shore councillor fed up with traffic congestion

"We're doing everything we can to make it easy and possible for people to get there and enjoy themselves," said
Holmes.
Holmes said despite the business association's best efforts, the city must intervene. The mayor said she
sympathizes.
"Everybody is frustrated by congestion and I totally get it … I think we can all agree people want to be moving
efficiently and safely through their communities."
The deadline for public feedback on the draft mobility plan is Friday, Feb. 11 at 4 p.m.
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More cycling fatalities than deaths in cars
https://bicycledutch.wordpress.com/2018/04/25/more-cycling-fatalities-than-deaths-in-cars/
Disturbing news this morning: more people died on a bike than in a car in the Netherlands in 2017. A total of
206 people died on bicycles and 201 in cars. This is the first time that ever happened. The figure for cycling
deaths is also the highest in 11 years. The fatality increase is completely male. The number of killed men went
from 125 in 2016 to 148 in 2017. For women the total decreased a little, from 64 in 2016 to 58 in 2017. And
yet, when you look at deaths per cycled kilometres, then cycling is becoming safer, not more dangerous.

More cycle fatatilies in the Netherlands while cycling is becoming safer. The elderly account for three quarters
of the cycle fatalities in the Netherlands.
Statistics Netherlands published the annual road fatalities this morning and the fact that “cycling is deadlier than
driving” made all the headlines. In absolute figures the scale tipped indeed, as experts expected for quite some
time now. The figure for motorists had been dropping for years and the figure for cycling had been steady. The
fact that the population is growing and that the Dutch cycle more distance per person are the main reasons, but
two other facts are striking: two-thirds of the cycle deaths are people over 65 years of age, while they only ride
3% of the total distance and the number of casualties on e-bikes almost doubled in one year, making the deaths
on the e-bike a quarter of the total cycle fatalities. But the figure only increased for men, fewer women died on
an e-bike. The death toll for men on an e-bike went from 20 in 2016 to 38 in 2017. Furthermore, a staggering 31
of these 38 men were over the age of 65.

The number of fatalities per type of road user. Picture Statistics Netherlands (translated)
Statistics Netherlands does not go into the causes of the crashes but the fact that the Dutch cycle so incredibly
much is an important factor. “If you consider the growing cycled distance and the number of deaths and
injuries, then you must conclude that cycling is in fact becoming safer”, said Peter van der Knaap, director of
the Institute for Road Safety Research (SWOV) in the Volkskrant. In that same newspaper the Cyclists’ Union
also wants to emphasise that they regret these grim figures. Spokesperson Jaap Kamminga: “Naturally every
road death is one too many. But when you look at how much more we have been cycling – especially the
elderly – then we must congratulate ourselves in the Netherlands. Cycling is healthy, we must continue to keep
stimulating cycling.” Rob Stomphorst of the organisation VVN (Safe Traffic Netherlands) also focuses on the
elderly on e-bikes. VVN calls on the cycle shops to better inform this age group about the differences in riding
an e-bike. “Because of the e-bike the elderly can prolong the number of years they can keep cycling. But they
should learn how to do that in the right way.” He said in Trouw. Most accidents take place without involvement
of other road users, VVN says. While people are mounting or dismounting the e-bike or when they misjudge a
road turn.

Road Deaths. Cycling and Car (drivers/passengers) compared over the years. (Picture Statistics Netherlands)
The Cyclists’ Union stresses that most deaths are still caused by cars crashing into people cycling. “That is why
it is important to separate motor traffic from cycling. Where that is not possible, the speeds must come down.
The Cyclists’ Union advocates a speed limit of 30km/h for all road users in the built-up areas.” said Martijn van
Es of the Cyclists’ Union, also in Trouw. The Union would like road managers to improve the cycling
infrastructure; better surfaces, fewer bollards and wider cycleways. The elderly should also get lessons in riding
e-bikes safely. No Dutch road safety organisation advocates cycle helmets, only SWOV is somewhat favourable
to helmets for e-bikes. But even SWOV acknowledges that the benefit of a helmet obligation is marginal.
Investigations show it could make a possible difference of zero to five deaths per year. When cars crash with
people cycling the causes are drunk driving, speeding and distractions caused by the mobile phone, says mr
Stomphorst of VVN. He feels that smart phone use causing a crash is especially increasing. People overestimate
their capabilities and feel they can look at their phone whenever they receive a notification, even while they are
driving. Human error is the cause for 90% of all traffic deaths in the Netherlands.

Statistics Netherlands compared the distance cycled per person per day in 2016 with the number of fatalities in
2017 per age group. This picture makes very clear there should be extra attention to the over 65-year-olds and
their increased risk when cycling.
Although the cycle deaths increased, the total number of road deaths (613) decreased with 16, compared to
2016. Earlier this month, the European Commission announced that The Netherlands is in the top three of safest
countries in Europe, after Sweden and the UK when you look at fatalities per one million inhabitants (S 25, UK
27, NL 31). All three are well below the EU average of 49 road fatalities per one million inhabitants.
Considering how vulnerable people are when cycling, and comparing the cycle figures of the other countries,
then that ranking is an achievement the Dutch can be very proud of.

Mystery 'hum' noise annoys residents in North
Vancouver's Central Lonsdale (VIDEO)
Official investigations can't find low-frequency hum's source
Brent Richter
Jan 23, 2022 10:35 AM
https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/mystery-hum-noise-annoys-residents-in-north-vancouvers-central-lonsdale-video-4982373

Crews deliver the new steam tower for the new Lions Gate Hospital power plant in June 2019. Complaints
about noise coming from the area of the hospital have been cropping up in recent months.Mike Wakefield,
North Shore News files
This story has been amended to remove a comment attributed to the wrong person.
People can hear it. People can feel it. What’s the buzz in Central Lonsdale?
A strange, low-frequency hum is being reported all around the neighbourhood, prompting complaints to the
City of North Vancouver and an investigation by Vancouver Coastal Health.
“It’s like this really loud humming,” said Linda Cameron, who lives at 16th Street and St. Georges Avenue.
“It’s totally permeating my apartment. I had to keep all my windows shut. I put up two-inch Styrofoam sheets
against my windows. Like nothing would keep that noise out.”
Cath Ennis, who lives at 14th and St. Andrews described it as “more of a vibration than noise,” and it only
comes up intermittently. She tried to record it with her phone but the mic didn’t pick it up.

“It seems to be on a slow pulse,” she said.
Craig Galbraith, who lives at 18th and Lonsdale, has been asked by some of his building’s strata members to
look into it after losing many nights of sleep. One recorded a video of the hum causing ripples in a glass of
water.
There are plenty of theories as to where it’s coming from – train engines or waterfront terminals, construction
equipment, Lonsdale Energy Corp. infrastructure. But most complainants suspect the noise is emanating from
Lions Gate Hospital.
Galbraith said the city staffer he spoke with told him it is likely coming from the HVAC system at the hospital,
or somewhere nearby.
Cameron said it seems to be loudest next to Lions Gate Hospital’s expansion project construction site – but the
noise persists even when work is done for the day.
Several people reported that the noise has been worse over the last two months.
Noise pollution is more than an annoyance, Cameron noted. It is a well-documented source of stress and it is a
threat to public health, which is why environmental noise complaint investigations are handled trained
Vancouver Coastal Health technicians with sophisticated instruments.
The irony of a public health facility possibly causing a public health disturbance is not lost on Cameron,.
“You don't want to hear something that keeps you up all night,” she said.
The city’s bylaw department received eight official complaints about the hospital’s rooftop mechanical systems
during the summer, said bylaw manager Paul Duffy.
At the city’s request, VCH environmental health officers did come to take noise measurements from around the
hospital but the results were inconclusive, and, in any case, the decibel reading was not high enough to be
in violation of the city’s noise bylaw, Duffy said.
Ambient noise in the area is already quite high due to the bustling nature of the neighbourhood, Duffy said, and
tracking a noise to its source can be extremely difficult, especially when it’s a low frequency.
Recent posts on the online forum Reddit showed people having issues with the vibrations from Lower Lonsdale
to Lynn Valley.
“That stuff can travel miles and it's hard to pinpoint because it just bounces off whatever is in front of it and
changes direction,” Duffy said. “I wish I could pinpoint it and make it go away but we haven't been able to
fully source it.”
The fact the hum doesn’t even constitute a bylaw infraction is part of the problem, Cameron said. Already,
living in the City of North Vancouver can be unforgivingly loud, but with housing costs being what they are,
it’s not like one can easily pick up and move somewhere quieter.
Last November, city council passed a suite of bylaw changes aiming to crack down on urban noise, including
higher fines and reduced allowable construction hours on Saturdays.
Vancouver Coastal Health declined the North Shore News' request for an interview about the noise
investigation. Instead, the health authority sent a statement saying they are aware of the complaints and take
them seriously.
“VCH is committed to the health, safety and security of everyone in our care, and the community we serve,” it
read. “VCH is working with the City of North Vancouver to mitigate any noise impacts determined to be related
to the operation of the hospital.”
Duffy said he’s been made aware that VCH plans to replace and upgrade the rooftop mechanical infrastructure
at the hospital “very soon.”
Noise complaints can be reported by email to bylaw@cnv.org. Further information is available on the CIty of
North Vancouver's Noise Control webpage.
Click on the video below to view the effect of the mystery vibration on a glass of water in a Central Lonsdale
condo. https://youtu.be/Xe4ocFIIpeA

New Ecole Handsworth Secondary gets ready to
wow in North Van (PHOTOS)
Four years after Handsworth's rebuild was announced, students will walk through the doors of the new school
Feb. 7 https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/new-ecole-handsworth-secondary-gets-ready-to-wow-in-north-van-photos-5014349
Jane Seyd Feb 2, 2022

Workers wash windows at new Ecole Handsworth Secondary. The new North Vancouver high school opens to
students Feb. 7.Mike Wakefield, North Shore News
An exterior view of the new Ecole Handsworth Secondary.
The new North Vancouver high school opens to students Feb.
7. Mike Wakefield, North Shore News
The new Ecole Handsworth Secondary has yet to see students
walk through the doors for the first day of classes, but it’s a
busy place these days.
A covered outside space next to the library at the new Ecole
Handsworth Secondary. The new North Vancouver high school
opens to students Feb. 7.Mike Wakefield, North Shore News

Workers with shop vacs clean construction dust from under
computer desks, while the concrete outside the entrance gets power washed to show off a design. Inside the
school, books and supplies are being unloaded daily: upstairs a model of a DNA strand sits on a counter in the
science lab, while in the ground floor music room, a bass drum sits in a patch of sunlight. Boxes stand in
classrooms waiting to be unpacked, while shelving is filling up quickly.
Four years after the announcement that the 60-year-old Handsworth Secondary would be rebuilt, North
Vancouver’s newest high school is ready to welcome a fresh generation of students, with a sleek modern threestorey design, full of natural light.

Years in the making
With a budget of approximately $65.7 million, the new school has been years in the making. The announcement
of a Handsworth rebuild in 2018 came two years after the province had already identified both Argyle and
Handsworth as needing seismic upgrades. But the North Vancouver School District argued successfully that it
made more sense to replace the school than sink money into a building that was rapidly reaching retirement.

At the entrance, an airy atrium frames the snow-dusted North Shore mountains in high windows. A new 270seat theatre off the entrance is a centrepiece of the new school, built to accommodate the school’s performing
arts program. “Historically Handsworth has gone to Centennial Theatre and neighbouring churches” when the
high school needed a performance space, said Rupi Samra-Gynane, the school's principal. “But we’ve got the
ability now with our new theatre to host all of the performances.”

Performing arts take centre stage
A portion of the money for theatre seats and equipment, like programmable lights that hang over a mesh
catwalk above the performance space, came from the province, the school district and Handsworth's parent
advisory council. About a third has been fundraised through the school’s “Take a Seat” campaign, said SamraGynane. A significant contribution has also come from local businessman Len Hovarth, of Quantum Lighting,
who has donated expertise and financial assistance in memory of his late daughter, a Handsworth grad from the
class of 1988.
A large mirrored backstage dressing room – where a clown costume hangs alongside elaborate dresses on a
clothing rack – provides a comfortable place for student performers to get ready for their entrance. “If you’ve
been backstage at the Orpheum, this gives it a run for its money,” said Samra-Gynane. A nearby dance studio
and music room, where a collection of instrument cases has arrived, completes the new performing arts area.
In the east wing of the school, classrooms for engineering, robotics, and a wood shop all tap into a central
digital design studio. A computer lab is also set to host the school's first "business of gaming" academy next
year, where students can level up their entrepreneurial skills.

The gym inside the new Ecole Handsworth Secondary. The new North Vancouver high school opens to students
Feb. 7. Mike Wakefield, North Shore News

Gym purpose built to host tournaments
At roughly 1,150 square metres, Handsworth's huge gym with gleaming floors is another point of pride for the
school. Like Argyle's gym, the space can accommodate three gym classes at once, or open out to host
tournaments, with bleacher seating to handle more than 500 spectators. “Athletics is huge on the North Shore,

especially at Handsworth,” said Samra-Gynane. Special oversized vented lockers near the gym have also been
specifically built large enough to hold a large helmet or a field hockey stick. (One amenity the new school won't
have is a track, although space exists to add one later if external funding makes that possible.)
To accommodate student demand, the foods lab has also been expanded, so the school can run 16 classes
instead of eight each semester.
Upstairs, groups of classrooms, including multi-use spaces, are grouped around learning “commons,” with
break-out rooms for group work and spaces for teacher preparation. Audio-visual systems are hardwired into
each classroom space, while energy-efficient displacement ventilation systems ensure outdoor air is brought
into every classroom.
The school also has added more space for inclusive education. In the past, Handsworth’s reputation for
academics and athletics meant “if you had a child with special needs, you would look to Carson or some of the
other more established programs,” said Samra-Gynane. But that has changed, she said.
The new Handsworth is built for a capacity of 1,400 students. Current enrolment is closer to 1,500 students, but
it’s normal for schools to run at 10 to 20 per cent over capacity, said schools superintendent Mark Pearmain.
The library inside the new Ecole Handsworth
Secondary. The new North Vancouver high school
opens to students Feb. 7. Mike Wakefield, North Shore
News
Teachers will move into the building today (Feb. 2)
and students will start classes on a staggered schedule
starting Monday (Feb. 7).
Samra-Gynane said she wants all the students to come
in through the front doors on their first day. “We want
all the students to come in and experience that ‘wow’
moment.”
Demolition of the old school will start at the end of
February and continue through to August.
Said Pearmain: “I think they’ll forget the old building
pretty quickly.”

New Highway Code To Rule That Motorists Should
Cede Priority To Pedestrians And Cyclists
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Still from Cycling UK video showing how priority should be presumed for those traveling straight ahead. The
motorist must therefore cede priority to both the pedestrian and cyclist. Cycling UK

Revisions to the Highway Code—the U.K. road safety manual first published in 1931—will result in motorists
being officially relegated in the pecking order on Britain’s roads. Pedestrians will be at the top of a new road
user hierarchy with motorists—who have the most potential to harm other road users—being told they now
have the greatest responsibility to reduce the danger they pose to others.
This new hierarchy could have significant ramifications in future court cases involving motorists hitting cyclists
and pedestrians.
The new Highway Code, subject to approval from parliament when MPs return from summer recess, will
introduce strengthened pedestrian priority on sidewalks and when they are crossing or waiting to cross a road.
And, in a revised rule that will generate war-on-the-motorist headlines from the tabloid press, the Highway
Code will also stress that cyclists traveling straight ahead will have priority over motorists at junctions.
There will also be beefed-up guidance on how much space motorists must leave when overtaking cyclists.
The critical change, states the Department for Transport (DfT), will be the introduction of Rule H1, a “hierarchy
of responsibility.”

New hierarchy of priority on U.K. roads.
The hierarchy places pedestrians at the top and the heaviest and potentially
most lethal road users at the bottom.
The hierarchy would be:


Pedestrians
 Cyclists
 Horse riders
 Motorcyclists
 Cars/taxis
 Vans/minibusses
 Large passenger vehicles/heavy goods vehicles
A DfT statement said “car drivers will be responsible for ensuring cyclists are safe, while cyclists will be
responsible for looking out for pedestrians.”
The hierarchy, added the DfT, “does not remove the need for all road users to behave responsibly.”
https://youtu.be/nCU-cDOcRIE
Welcoming the changes, Stephen Edwards, interim chief executive of pedestrian organization Living Streets
said: “Road users who have potential to cause the greatest harm should take the greatest share of responsibility
to reduce the danger they pose.”
In the current Highway Code there’s a little-understood rule that pedestrians have priority at junctions. Rule 170
states that motorists should give way to pedestrians “if they have started to cross.”
This states Rule 204 is because “the law recognizes that driving a car or motorbike always puts other people at
risk and pedestrians are the most vulnerable of all road users.”
The proposed new rules for pedestrians significantly increase this presumption of priority. Pedestrians will now
have priority whether or not they have started to cross a road.

Overtaking cyclists
The revised text of the Highway Code has yet to be published but there are strong hints on a government
consultation document that there will be clarity over some confusing rules over cyclists riding two abreast. The
current rule—Rule 66—reads: “You should … never ride more than two abreast, and ride in single file on
narrow or busy roads and when riding round bends.”
However, cyclists point out that corners of country lanes and narrow roads are some of the most dangerous
places for drivers to overtake and cyclists moving to single file at this point may be risky for both parties.
https://youtu.be/o9pmw2ckQSU
Draft wording released last year stated the new rule would be “[cyclists’ should] ride in single file when drivers
wish to overtake, and it is safe to let them do so. When riding in larger groups on narrow lanes, it is sometimes
safer to ride two abreast.”
In the government consultation document, released July 30, it was said that “some respondents ... felt that this
change would encourage cyclists to hog the road and that they should stay on the left for their own safety.”
The government document stated that “it is vital that the changes are communicated to drivers so cyclists do not
face intimidation and aggression from drivers who wrongly perceive them as impeding traffic flow or being
obstructive.”
It’s likely that the new Highway Code will state that motorists should leave two meters of space when
overtaking other road users, including cyclists.

“Generally, it was viewed that the rule is complicated and a safe passing distance of 2 meters in all cases would
avoid confusion,” stated the government document.
“Given the complex nature of this rule, we will consider simplifying the text.”

Dutch reach
The government consultation document suggests that the “Dutch reach” method for opening car doors—a
technique supposed to be taught to Dutch drivers—will not be included among the changes. The technique,
which involves opening the door handle with the left hand, is said to prevent cyclists being hit by motorists
opening car doors without looking over their shoulders.
A proposed rule change to clarify that cyclists may pass slower-moving traffic on their right or left as already
detailed in Rule 163 may be amended, says the government. “It was felt that clarity is needed to explain that
cyclists should only pass on the left if they are in a cycle lane or if traffic is stationary,” says the government
which could mean cyclists having to queue in standing motor traffic rather than being able to filter to the right
or left, which is currently allowed.

There was strong support for the changes to priority, with 79% of 21,000 consultation respondents in favour of
the new hierarchy. DfT

Consultation
The DfT consulted on changes to the Highway Code in 2020 after a decade with no revisions. There were more
21,000 responses to this consultation, with most people in favor of the proposed changes, including the new
hierarchy of priority.
“Statistical analysis suggests that all the changes proposed should be implemented,” concludes the DfT.
“However, we have carefully considered the disagree comments and note there are some valid points raised that
need to be considered. As a result, we will be seeking to introduce all the amendments as outlined in the
consultation, but with changes to the text where a significant concern has been identified.”
Some of the responders wanted cyclists to be forced to don cycle helmets and wear hi-vis. These suggestions
will not be part of the revised Highway Code, says the government.
The new Highway Code will apply in England, Scotland and Wales.
“The revisions to the Highway Code are very valuable,” stated transport planner Mark Strong, “but the key
issue is how these will be communicated to existing road users.”
He added: “We know most drivers don’t read the Highway Code after they pass their tests. Unless the
government sends information to all driving license holders and carries out a national PR campaign to reach
other people, it is unlikely that there will be the desired effect.”
The government states that it will be launching an awareness-raising campaign alongside the publication of the
updated Highway Code. It will also develop behavior change communications aimed at all road users.
Article revised on July 20 with link to government’s consultation document on the Highway Code revisions.
Follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn. Check out my website.
Carlton Reid

Ordered to prove exemption
B.C. Costco shopper ordered to produce medical evidence for face mask exemption
Jeremy Hainsworth, Glacier Media - Feb 10, 2022 / 12:58 pm | Story: 359691
https://www.castanet.net/news/BC/359691/BC-Costco-shopper-ordered-to-produce-medical-evidence-for-face-mask-exemption
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A B.C. Human Rights Tribunal member says a man’s
discrimination complaint about having to wear a mask must be
backed up with relevant medical evidence.
Robert Jackson filed a complaint against Costco Wholesale Ltd.
and Mark Tyszka. He alleges they discriminated against him in
the area of services on the basis of a physical disability.
In the complaint, filed November 2020, Jackson said he was
forced to wear a face mask or plastic full?face shield to shop for food and other items.
Jackson asserted the requirements violated Charter of Rights and Freedoms rights and privacy law.
“I was told to leave if I do not comply with their company policy after I had informed them that company policy
does not override the charter,” he said in the complaint. “I was denied entry to the store.
“Demanding someone to ignore their charter rights to freedom of thought, belief and opinion is humiliating and
dehumanizing at the least,” Jackson wrote.
Tribunal member Marlene Tyshynski said the charter only applies to acts of government.
“It does not apply to the acts/behaviour of individuals or private businesses,” she wrote. “Therefore, the charter
is not relevant to this complaint against respondents who are a private business and an individual.”
She said B.C.’s Privacy Act does not apply where a complainant is required “to prove disability as an element
of a discrimination case based on disability.”
The respondents had told Jackson in November he was required to provide evidence of his disability that
prevents him from wearing a mask. They told him if he did not provide such proof, they would request an order
to produce such evidence or apply to have his case dismissed.
Soon, they did just that.
“I have decided to order the complainant to amend his complaint, identifying his disability and stating why it
prevented him from wearing a mask,” Tyshynski said in a Feb. 8 decision.
Jackson said he had a doctor’s note but, said Tyshynski, he refused to disclose it. Jackson asserts that would be
a violation of his right to keep medical information private under provincial law.
The respondents have asserted Jackson’s refusal to produce the note “has put the existence of his disability at
issue.”
Tyshynski noted Jackson has said he would bring the note to his hearing; proper document disclosure assures a
fair process for all parties, the tribunal member said.
Jackson must produce the doctor’s note as well as all medical records relating to his disability, including but not
limited to medical and clinical notes, prescription records, treatment plans and names and addresses of all
medical professionals who have treated his disability.
Jackson must also produce all other documents which may be relevant to the complaint, including but not
limited to notes, documents or recordings made during or after the event that is the subject of the complaint.

Population up across North Shore in 2021: StatCan
Metro Vancouver region grew by one per cent last year
Brent Richter Jan 19, 2022 6:55 PM
https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/population-up-across-north-shore-in-2021-statcan-4973245

Condo towers rise out of central Lonsdale in the City of North Vancouver.Paul McGrath, North Shore News
files
The North Shore’s population grew by 2,979 between 2020 and 2021, for a total of 193,890 — a growth rate of
1.5 per cent, according to the latest estimates from Statistics Canada.
Broken down individually, the City of North Vancouver (pop. 59,576) gained 842 new residents, a year-overyear growth rate of 1.4 per cent. The District of West Vancouver (pop. 45,503), meanwhile, added 891 new
souls – 2 per cent more than the year before. And the District of North Vancouver (pop. 91,790) grew by 1,246
or 1.4 per cent.
During that time the average growth rate for Metro Vancouver municipalities was one per cent.

Over the last five years, the City of North Vancouver, the District of North Vancouver and the District of West
Vancouver have grown by 7.5 per cent, 2.5 per cent and 3.8 per cent. The Metro average since 2016 has been
7.4 per cent driven largely by Surrey and Langley, which posted growth rates of 11.9 to 13.1 per cent.
“You're not abnormally growing really high, but you're also not shrinking,” said Andy Yan, director of the City
Program at Simon Fraser University, noting West Vancouver and the North Vancouver district have both shown
population declines or stagnation in recent years.
Angst over population growth most often stems from frustration over traffic, but Yan said it’s never as simple
as that.
The North Shore remains a major employment centre, which brings much-wanted economic benefits along with
commuters.
“If your workforce isn't able to afford living on the North Shore, you can only expect more traffic,” he said.
Instead of asking if the population is growing too fast, people should be asking what can be done so residents
and commuters are not so car dependent, he added.
“It's also about the provision of transportation choices, a lot of times, outside of just an automobile,” he said.
“The transportation system of the North Shore, is it stuck in the '90s?”
Growth and density are also the lifeblood of small business, Yan added, pointing to the flourishing activity
along Lonsdale Avenue.
The stat that has most demographers furrowing their brows though is Vancouver’s population going down for
the first time – a loss of about 6,700 residents.
There are fewer international students coming during the pandemic, Yan said, but it may also be evidence of the
shift to working from home during the pandemic leading people to put a higher value on more space than a
short commute to the office, Yan said.
There are also naturally shifting demographics at play. Millennials are now in their prime years for settling
down and growing families, which means their housing needs are changing.
“The prospect of returning from the club at 2 a.m. is quickly being replaced by getting the kid to hockey at 6
a.m.,” Yan said. “And the need for all the consequent space to hold the hockey equipment.”
Whether Vancouver’s loss has been the North Shore’s gain, in terms of population, is hard to discern, but Yan
said it stands to reason that some white collar workers who previously would have liked to live on the North
Shore now see it as a viable option, at least those who can afford it.
“The prospect of being stuck across the Lions Gate or the Second Narrows Bridge was perhaps a demotivation
to move to the North Shore,” he said.
The numbers do come with a fairly large caveat. They are estimates produced annually by StatCan using the
previous census as a baseline and then factoring in the birth and death rate, immigration and
emigration. Population data from the 2021 census count, which is the gold standard for accuracy, is due to be
released in early February.
Yan said he doesn’t expect to see the census numbers match the estimates exactly, but they should at least show
the same general trends.

Province eyeing improvements to North Shore's
Upper Levels Highway
Highway 1/99 through North and West Vancouver expected to get up to 40 per cent more traffic in coming
years
Brent Richter
Feb 11, 2022 7:00 AM
https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/province-eyeing-improvements-to-north-shores-upper-levels-highway-5051715

Crews try to clear a collision from the Capilano River Bridge in West Vancouver, May 8,
2019.twitter.com/DriveBC
Bus routes on the shoulders, twinning the Capilano River Bridge and more bicycle infrastructure – the province
is eyeing significant changes to Highway 1/99 through the North Shore.
The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure released a report Friday (Feb. 11), assessing challenges the
North Shore’s highway corridor will face as it becomes much busier between now and 2050, and what can be
done about it.
“The Upper Levels Highway’s obviously very important for people and goods movement throughout the North
Shore and it has largely remained unstudied since the 1990s,” said Bowinn Ma, Minister of State for
Infrastructure and NDP MLA for North Vancouver-Lonsdale. “[This] provides all of us in government with a
road map for a range of co-ordinated, multi-modal highway network improvements.”
Unlike previous studies, this one attempts to look at the highway as transportation infrastructure more
holistically, Ma said. That means less emphasis on the single-occupancy vehicle and more emphasis on more
socially and environmentally responsible modes like cycling and transit.

The study found 16 potential improvements over the short, medium and long term, all of which should make the
route safer, more efficient and give people more options for getting around.
Within the next five years, the province and municipalities could work on more minor interchange
improvements, including extending some on- and off-ramps, add cycling improvements to most interchanges
and replace the current Pemberton Avenue pedestrian overpass with a multi-modal one, and add a new active
transportation route between Westview Drive and Pemberton,
In the medium term (five-plus years), the report suggests building a St. Georges Avenue overpass for cars, bikes
and pedestrians, improving active transportation infrastructure at the Lonsdale overpass, and extending the
eastbound off-ramp for Lynn Valley Road.
And over the longer term, the province and TransLink could introduce a new bus service that travels on the
highway shoulders, the report suggests, and the province could twin the Capilano River Bridge.
The report does consider adding general purpose lanes, but it also warns that traffic flow is constrained mainly
by the bridgeheads, meaning more capacity on the Upper Levels won’t speed up overall travel time.
“Our transportation challenges won't be solved by tripling or quadrupling the size of this highway. It's far more
complex than that,” Ma said. “And we know that doing that would likely only drive more people into their cars,
and more cars travelling around the North Shore is bad for everybody.”
When it comes to safety, the report notes collisions at the Capilano Road interchange are by far the most
common, followed Lynn Valley Road, Westview and Lonsdale. Crashes primarily happen to those who are
driving eastbound.
The report also acknowledges that the North Shore continues to grow as a job centre but, because of housing
unaffordability, it is increasingly reliant on importing workers from places farther afield. The modelling predicts
trips on the corridor within the North Shore will grow between 20 and 45 per cent in the coming years.
“It's creating a heck of a lot of travel,” Ma said. “I would say there's some stark warnings about transportation in
the future of the North Shore if we don't do something differently.”
Ma said a major key to avoiding a transportation morass worse than we have already is also within the three
municipal halls, where councils should be concentrating housing near jobs and services so that people aren’t
reliant on the highway for everything they need.
If the North Shore is successful in its bid to bring rapid transit across Burrard Inlet, that would be a game
changer, Ma added.
Although the report focuses on the highway west of Lynn Valley, it also acknowledges that, without
improvements, travel conditions on the eastern stretch “will continue to degrade.”
The $200-million Lower Lynn Improvement Project is now complete but commuters and residents have noticed
it continues to back up most evenings. Ma said that underscores the need to pursue other options.
“It does offer significant safety improvement, and flow improvements as well,” Ma said. “But if people are
expecting that that project is going to solve traffic and congestion on the North Shore all on its own, it definitely
won't – and I've been actually quite consistent about pointing that out.”

Sewage plant samples show Omicron infections
dropping in Lower Mainland
Variant first showed up in December in Lions Gate and Lulu Island sewage plants then quickly showed in
samples throughout Metro Vancouver
Jane Seyd Feb 3, 2022 1:41 PM
https://www.nsnews.com/coronavirus-covid-19-local-news/sewage-plant-samples-show-omicron-infections-dropping-in-lower-mainland-5022902

Xuan Lin, a PhD student in civil
engineering, prepares
wastewater RNA samples for
sequencing.UBC

Data tracking concentrations of COVID-19 in wastewater from sewage plants around Lower Mainland confirm
that the Omicron surge is declining.
Wastewater samples at four of the sewage plants, including the Lions Gate sewage treatment plant on the North
Shore, show virus concentrations peaked on Jan. 5. (One in Langley showed a peak on Jan. 17.)
Since then, COVID-19 concentrations have been
gradually decreasing across the Lower Mainland.
While concentrations of the virus markers remain
high compared to earlier waves of the pandemic,
"it's certainly on the downward trend," said Natalie
Prystajecky, a microbiologist who heads the
wastewater testing program at B.C.'s Centre for
Disease Control. "And each week, the load of virus
is decreasing."
That’s good news, because with only a small
fraction of suspected COVID-19 cases being tested
and reported in official case numbers, “It’s one of
the only signals we have that’s what happening in

the community,” said Ryan Ziels, an assistant professor in the University of British Columbia's department of
civil engineering, who has also been among the researchers studying the wastewater trends.
“I do think it’s one of the better indicators right now. We can essentially test one and a half-million people in a
big pooled sample.”
Prystajecky said research over the past two years of the pandemic has shown a high correlation between virus
particles detected in wastewater and the number of COVID infections in the community.

A graph from Metro Vancouver shows COVID-19 concentrations per litre of water at the Lions Gate sewage
treatment plant on the North Shore since the beginning of January 2022. | Metro Vancouver
At the Lions Gate Wastewater Treatment Plan, concentrations of viral particles per litre of wastewater peaked in
the first week of January, with 333,000 parts per litre. In mid-January, levels hovered around 200,000. On Jan.
24, the last time figures were available, concentrations were down to about 40,000 parts per litre, according to
data made available by Metro Vancouver’s wastewater tracking site. The pattern was similar at other sewage
treatment plants, although concentrations of the virus marker were higher there. The Lulu Island sewage plant,
for instance, showed a high of 695,000 parts per litre on Jan. 5. By Jan. 24, the concentration measured 340,000.
According to Metro Vancouver, samples are collected three times a week from untreated wastewater as it runs
into the sewage treatment plants. Results are posted once a week, after testing and analysis by the BCCDC.
An even better overall sense of community infection can be found in the daily load tallies, which multiply
concentrations of virus particles by the total amount of wastewater flowing through each sewage plant, said
Prystajecky.
Data is reported on the BCCDC’s surveillance report. So far, that data also indicates virus levels have peaked
and are going down, said Prystajecky.

A graph shows daily amounts of COVID-19 markers detected in wastewater running into sewage plants in
Vancouver Coastal Health. | BCCDC
Ziels and his team of researchers have also used wastewater samples to extract information about which variants
of COVID-19 are appearing in local populations.
Early mid-December, for instance, the Omicron variant first appeared in wastewater samples from both the
Lions Gate and Lulu Island wastewater plants, serving the North Shore and Richmond, at a time when infection
rates on the North Shore were suddenly spiking and genomic sequencing was also picking up increasing cases
of the variant. Soon, Omincron was picked up in all wastewater from the Lower Mainland.
So far, it's not clear how well wastewater samples will be at picking up the new "sub-variant" of Omnicron,
dubbed BA.2. "That's something we are interested in exploring," said Prystajecky.
One of the issues is BA.2 is much more similar to Omicron that Delta was, and therefore more difficult to
detect, said Prystajecky. Small changes are also harder to see when there are large amounts of COVID-19
showing up in wastewater samples.
Data from wastewater samples has continued to reflect the limited information available from PCR testing.
According to those official tallies, case counts on the North Shore recently included 252 new infections between
Jan. 25 and Jan. 31, down from a high of more than 900 cases in the first week of January and more than 400
cases in mid-January. Because testing is only available to a very limited number of people, including those most
at risk for complications of COVID-19, that number only includes a small subset of actual infections, but can be
used to gauge general trends.

Survey shows these Canadian cities have lost green spaces amid urbanization
By Bob Weber The Canadian Press Posted February 1, 2022 2:42 pm Updated February 1, 2022 7:16 pm
https://globalnews.ca/news/8586905/urban-green-space-canada-statcan-survey/
WATCH: Environmentalists
claiming victory after
manufacturing plant pulls plug
on Technoparc development –
Jan 12, 2022

https://globalnews.ca/video/rd/9229b25e-73f9-11ec-add7-0242ac110005/?jwsource=cl
Joni Mitchell was right – they really are paving paradise and putting up parking lots.
Statistics Canada‘s first survey of urban green space shows that, just as the singer-songwriter warned, cities
across the country are getting greyer and browner.
Read more: Quebec environmentalists claim victory after plug pulled on Technoparc plant development
“We did a see a decrease over the time period we looked at,” said Jennie Wang, who helped prepare a massive
report from the federal agency released this month on human activity and the environment.
StatCan used satellite imagery to estimate the amount of green space in Canadian cities – parks, urban trees,
even backyards and lawns. The data has existed for years, but it was used for this purpose.
“(We’re) getting a sense of the condition of vegetation in urban areas,” Wang said. “It’s the first time we’ve
done that.”
The researchers looked at 31 urban centres of various sizes across the country. They compared satellite images
from 2001, 2011 and 2019.
They found about three-quarters of large and medium-sized cities were less green in 2019 than they had been 20
years earlier.
“You end up seeing less green as you walk down the street,” Wang said.
Pincourt residents fuming over steep taxation fees
for green spaces – Oct 27, 2021

https://globalnews.ca/video/rd/53b18f6e-376e-11ec-a0fb-0242ac110003/?jwsource=cl

Big losers include cities such as Kelowna, B.C., which went from nearly three-quarters green to less than half.
Milton, Ont., went through a similar drop, as did Winnipeg.
Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, Calgary and Edmonton all lost green space. Saskatoon and Regina were among
the few that gained.
Read more: Let it grow: City encouraging naturalization in some of Edmonton’s green spaces
Urbanization is a big driver of green space loss, said Wang. Milton grew by 350 per cent over the course of the
study and Kelowna’s population grew from 150,000 to 223,000.
Other factors such as drought or insect infestations also play a role. Winnipeg’s losses, for example, were
exaggerated by the emerald ash borer.
But the losses are real, said Wang, and have real implications.
“There’s been studies showing the many benefits of vegetation,” Wang said. “There’s reductions in energy use,
trees remove air pollutants. ”There’s also research looking into human health benefits.“
Green spaces also reduce what’s called urban heat islands – bubbles of high temperature around cities.

Calls grow to protect green space near Montreal airport – Sep 6, 2021
https://globalnews.ca/video/rd/d917ce0e-0f67-11ec-afb0-0242ac110004/?jwsource=cl
Sandeep Agrawal, a geographer and urban planner at the University of Alberta, has found the temperature
difference between a city such as Edmonton and the surrounding countryside can be as high as five or six
degrees. That differential is linked with the amount of urban green.
“If the tree cover goes down, the urban heat island effect goes up quite a bit,” he said.
Heat islands can help cause human health problems such as respiratory failure or heat stroke, a problem
worsened in heat waves such as that experienced last summer over much of Western Canada.
The B.C. coroner’s office identified 569 heat-related deaths between June 20 and July 29.
Read more: Canadians grew appreciation for parks during pandemic, want more funding: report
There’s no going back once a pasture or woodlot has been bulldozed for houses or shopping malls, Agrawal
said. Even when the landscaping matures, it doesn’t fully replace what was there before.
“You can never do that,” he said. “It’s just not possible.”

Governments are starting to recognize the issue, he said, making it tougher to cut trees on public land and
enacting laws promoting so-called “green roofs,” vegetation planted atop buildings.
Most Canadians live in cities, Wang said. She said her research can help governments figure out how their
policies are affecting the trees and grass that live alongside the urban concrete and asphalt.
“This kind of information can help cities monitor whether there’s been an effect from their policies.”
© 2022 The Canadian Press

Editorial: The end of COVID testing – as we know it
– is a jarring change
The strategy may be changing, but our brains are already rewired
North Shore News Jan 26, 2022 2:23 PM
https://www.nsnews.com/opinion/editorial-the-end-of-covid-testing-as-we-know-it-is-a-jarring-change-4992366

A Vancouver Coastal Health nurse prepares to
administer a swab test for COVID-19 to a
patient at the North Vancouver testing site at
255 Lloyd Ave.Mike Wakefield, North Shore
News
B.C. has dropped all pretense of COVID
testing as part of its overall strategy in the
pandemic, except for those who are at highest
risk. After two years of being told to be
hypervigilant about even the mildest
symptoms, it is jarring to hear explicitly that
testing is off the table.
It’s hardly the image of raising the flag of
victory we once dreamed of when vaccination
would lead us to herd immunity. It feels more like a white flag of admission that, because of its drastically
higher transmissibility and shorter incubation period, Omicron has rewritten the playbook, and testing is
no longer a wise use of resources in infection control.
That may be so from the BCCDC’s point of view but the rest of us, our brains have been rewired. Previously, a
positive test came with explicit instructions about what to do and for how long. Today, the advice is to simply
assume we have COVID-19 and stay home until we feel better, which leaves a great deal up to individual
interpretation. That advice has also changed frequently in recent weeks. The uncertainty is tough to live with.
Other jurisdictions at least have greater access to rapid antigen tests at home.
No testing means no reliable indication of local case numbers and no ability for individuals to make informed
decisions about what is and is not worth the risk.
Even if it is the best public health policy at this point, the communication from the province has, as usual,
created more anxiety than it needed to.
And we are left to hope, as they say, that Omicron ends not with a bang but a sniffle.
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An image of the Worldwide Hum Map, a catalogue of reports of The Hum around the world.
The Hum is a mysterious low pitch noise that bothers up to 2% of people worldwide. It’s been annoying
residents in San Francisco's Sunset District, where recently there’s been an outbreak of reports. In this story, we
demystifies this strange global phenomenon.
Dale’s House Vibrates
Last year I did a story about the bridge that was called “Tracking Down a Mysterious Hum in San Francisco.” It
was that story which inspired Dale Tutaj to reach out to me about his own mysterious hum. Dale lives in the
Sunset District. Over the phone, he tells me that this is the third house he’s lived in in the neighborhood that
hums and vibrates. It’s annoying, he says, and keeps him and his young daughters from getting sleep.
I go to visit Dale, and he takes me down into his garage to show me “the hum.” Huddled in the corner, we
watch graphs form on his laptop screen, measurements he’s taken of the tremors in his home. The graphs are
being generated by a ‘data logger,’ an expensive vibration measuring device. Dale’s an engineer by trade (he
works in energy efficiency), so this kind of technical stuff comes naturally. He takes the graphs the data logger
generates, analyzes them, and puts them on a website he made to raise awareness and find support. The data
logger is attached to one of his water pipes, where he suspects the hum is coming from, but he’s not sure.
Dale shows me his data logger, the device he's been using to try to measure his hum.
“It seems like it’s stronger on the street side, the intensity or magnitude,” Dale says. “But whenever I think it’s
obvious, I take a measurement that’s counter to that. It’s just confusing, baffling.”
Dale tells me he comes down here in the middle of the night to chase the vibration/hum when it keeps him up,
which is often. I noticed the bags under his eyes the moment I walked in. His wife, Cristina, can’t hear or feel it
herself. But she’s convinced, like Dale, that it still affects her, and their kids. Whenever it starts, their threeyear-old daughter wakes up, and her heart rate monitor spikes. Dale thinks it’s affecting their neighbors too.
“We’ve seen that at every place,” he says. “Bathroom lights come on from the neighbor’s building, or across the
street they always have their TV on early in the morning on those really bad days. It seems so obvious.”
There are a handful of people in the Sunset District who also hear a hum like Dale. They’ve found Dale through
his website and the social media app Nextdoor. But most people he talks with don’t take it that seriously.

Dale Tutaj
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A map Dale made of all the people who reported to him that they hear a similar hum in Sunset District.
Chasing The Hum
I agree to look into this hum for Dale. I want to find out if other people in the neighborhood really are
experiencing the same thing as him. To learn more I head over to the house of Nelson Saarni, who met Dale
through NextDoor.
Nelson’s a musician, so he’s actually made recordings of “the hum.” On his couch, I put on headphones, and
plug them into an eight-track recorder on his coffee table. He plays it back, and at max volume I can just barely
hear something that sounds like some kind of ominous creature breathing.
Then Nelson shows me the post he made on Nextdoor, in which he describes the hum he hears and asks if
anyone else in the hood is hearing something similar.
“I looked at it a few days later, and just saw this tremendous chain of replies,” Nelson says. “And I didn't even
read them. ‘Oh, God,’ I thought.”
Nelson’s post got more than 100 comments from about 60 different people. I end up personally speaking with
nine of them, and they all do describe experiencing something similar. They’re usually the only ones in the
house who hear it. They say it’s only heard indoors, even in some rooms better than others, and it’s low-pitched,
like a distant truck idling. Some also feel a vibration, like Dale, but most just hear a hum. However, they all
hear it at different times of day, and at varying intensities. Which tells me that while these folks all seem to be
hearing some sort of similar hum, it’s probably not coming from the same source.
“I can’t imagine something in nature making a sound like this.”
Nelson Saarni
Back at Nelson’s house, he holds his bass guitar up in the air to show me how it interacts with electromagnetic
fields, which he suspects are the source of his hum. The guitar makes a low buzzing sound, like “the hum,” but
louder and more electric. The power lines and plugged-in appliances around us all generate their own
electromagnetic field, which then registers as sound through the pickups in Nelson’s guitar.
“This is essentially acting like an antenna,” Nelson says, as he waves his guitar in the air. “It’s interacting with
the magnetic field of our world, our electronic world.”

Wherever his hum is coming from, Nelson’s sure that it’s just another consequence of living in a built
environment. This world we’ve made that runs on engines and electric current.
“I can’t imagine something in nature making a sound like this,” Nelson says. And he’s right.
This is where the story gets weird.
As it turns out, there have been numerous “hums” reported all over the country, and all over the post-industrial
world.
The first “hum” that made big news was in Bristol, an industrial town in Britain. That was way back in the
1970’s. There have been others in Kokomo, Indiana, in Denmark, and more recently there was a hum in
Windsor, Ontario (Canada). That hum stopped after a nearby steel mill was closed. I found this one University
of New Mexico study, which says that up to 2% of people in any populated area may be able to hear a hum.
They all describe the same thing, a low-pitched sound that’s only heard indoors, and that sounds like a distant
piece of machinery, or an engine idling.
“And so in reading these accounts, it's like, ‘Oh, I hear the same thing,’” Nelson reflects.
I ask him if that’s comforting, and he says, “Maybe it's a little disconcerting, because what was something that
was just one of the minor mysteries of life is now like this major international scandal. Maybe there's this huge
problem. Maybe this is driving people to insanity.”
The closet is the place in his house where Nelson hears his hum the loudest, and where he tries to capture it with
his microphones.
The international nature of The Hum hits home for me after I do a shoutout on Reddit for an Acoustical
Engineer, and I get a response from Alex Mendoza, who lives in Sydney, Australia. I wanted to speak with an
expert, to help me wrap my mind around all of this, and Alex turned out to be the perfect person. He loves
acoustical mysteries. He works for a firm that gets hired out to investigate and measure noise levels, and mostly
it’s pretty banal. They help companies and other entities make sure that whatever construction or activities
they’re doing aren’t surpassing legal noise limits. Occasionally, however, he gets the chance to investigate a
mystery hum like what Dale Tutaj and Nelson Saarni are experiencing. Like one time, his crew was called out
to investigate a hum in someone’s home near a power substation, but when they went out with their
microphones and meters, they couldn’t detect anything. So Alex gave the homeowner his card and said, “Call
me when you hear it again.”
“And so maybe a few nights or a week later, he called me back and said, it's happening right now. So I jumped
in the car around midnight, drove down south, took some measurements, and there it was.”
Even though he can’t hear it, Alex can see the hum on his meter. So he takes his microphone and he follows the
sound. He does that for two or three hours, and eventually tracks the source of the hum to a kitchen exhaust fan.

Google Maps
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An exhaust fan in Sydney, Australia that caused a low-frequency hum.
He sent me a picture of this “exhaust fan,” it’s just a typical vent that you might see snaking up the side of any
building. When air moves through a vent like this, it can be like blowing over the top of a gigantic empty glass
bottle; it can create a sound so low-pitched that it’s barely in the range of human hearing. However, even
though it’s barely within the range of human hearing, the sound travels. This vent was halfway down the block
and had to pass through a brick wall to penetrate into the affected homeowner’s bedroom.
One thing I noticed with almost everyone I spoke with, and the reports I read online: the hum is quiet, and heard
indoors, but not outdoors. It seems to be able to travel a long way despite being undetectable outside. What I
learned from Alex is that this has to do with the physics of sound.
Sound is made up of waves that travel through the air. Imagine you drop something into a bathtub, and you see
ripples bounce back and forth. That’s like how sound waves bounce around a room. A high-pitch (or highfrequency) sound would be like dropping a stone into the tub, you get little ripples. A low-pitch (or lowfrequency) sound would be like dropping a bowling bowl into the tub, you get a big wave. The small ripples get
stopped by the edge of the tub. The bigger wave— that could slosh right over.
That’s what’s happening with these hums, like the noise coming out of that vent. Since it’s creating a lowfrequency sound wave, it more easily spills over, or more accurately “pierces,” into this person’s room. A “big”
or “small” wave has nothing to do with volume in this case. Even if it’s loud, a high-pitch sound is still easier to
block out than a quiet low-pitch sound. This creates a filtering effect which is why these low-frequency hums
are only heard indoors. They’re covered up by all the higher frequency sounds outside, but then inside, where
the higher frequencies get blocked out by the walls, low-frequency sounds become more noticeable.
That’s also why low-frequency noise has been shown to be particularly irritating, because of its throbbing
quality, and because it’s virtually impossible to block out with earplugs or insulation.
In both of the cases Alex told me about where he successfully chased down one of these low-frequency hums, it
was coming from an exhaust fan. At first this got me excited! I thought to myself, Maybe I ought to go start
looking for exhaust fans around Dale Tutaj and Nelson Saarni’s houses! Until Alex confirms what Nelson
suspected, which is that this type of sound can be generated by any number of things.

“Anything from industrial facilities, manufacturing plants, industrial machinery, ventilation plan, as well as
you've got all kinds of ducts and exhaust pipes and motors, and things that are happening all the time
everywhere, making all kinds of noise at all different types of frequencies. Traffic noise— even like you've
experienced [in San Francisco] with the bridge itself,” Alex says. “Essentially, if you’re within the built
environment, especially in cities, you’re bathed in noise 24 hours a day. It never goes away.”
In addition to these examples, anything with moving parts that’s plugged in, like a fan or small motor inside of
an appliance, can vibrate and induce a low-frequency hum in the right conditions.
Picking sounds out of this sonic soup can be difficult; it can take a team of acoustical engineers like Alex days,
sometimes weeks, to locate the source of a hum. This can easily cost thousands of dollars. That’s why Alex’s
firm is usually hired by companies and businesses, and not the affected residents themselves. That story he told,
about getting up in the middle of the night to chase down someone’s hum— he wasn’t able for liability reasons
to even tell that homeowner where their hum was coming from.
“Because we weren't engaged by him,” Alex explains. “We were engaged by the power company because he
had complained to the power company. And so whether he can talk to them and get the report that I did is a
different story. It's out of my hands.” Alex says that the company just wants to know whether what they’re
doing is legal. “[The power company] just wants an answer whether they need to do something or not.”
Looking For The Department of Strange and Annoying Sounds
There’s something similar happening in Sunset District, San Francisco. The low-frequency hums that folks hear
there could be coming from the same source, or could be from all different sources. To know for sure, you’d
have to go investigate each individual hum, which is prohibitively expensive for most people.
So if you are in this 2% of people who are susceptible, and one day you start to hear an annoying hum in your
house and you can’t figure out where it’s coming from, what are you supposed to do?
To be clear, most of the folks I spoke with weren’t as annoyed by their hums as Dale Tutaj, who went sleepless
for years. Most people will tune it out with white noise, or it just becomes part of their life, something they learn
not to bring up with house guests because no one else can hear it, and it makes them seem crazy. However, Dale
actually had complained to the city about it.
Dale submitted a noise complaint. How those work in San Francisco is you call 3-1-1, you get connected with a
dispatcher, and then the dispatcher will send your complaint to the appropriate department according to what
the complaint is about. If you’re complaining that your neighbor is blasting music too loud, then you get sent to
the police non-emergency line. If you complain about noise from airplanes, they’ll forward you to the airport,
and so on and so forth. There is no one whose job it is to hunt down mystery sounds for people. You can’t just
call 3-1-1 and tell them, “I’m bothered by this noise but I don’t know where it’s coming from.”
Dale suspected that the source of his vibration/hum was his water pipes, and so when he complained to the city,
the city dispatched a technician from the water department to investigate his pipes. They determined that the
pipes were working normally, and closed the case.
Dale also made a website to raise awareness, contacted his city councilperson, contacted the EPA, the health
department, talked to countless people about it, and reached out to different publications. None of it got him
anywhere, and so, he moved. As in, he left the state entirely and went with his family to Wisconsin. I have since
checked on him, to see how he is, and if he still hears a hum.
“It's a pretty drastic difference really,” Dale says. “I mean, like the sleep deprivation side of it, that has
completely gone away. I feel like I'm twice as productive as I was before. Words are more accessible. I really
felt like I was pretty miserable before, and it's crazy, like, my daughter's wake up and they're just happy.” Dale
laughs, and it’s nice to hear him at ease.
I tell Dale that that must be a huge relief, and he tells me it is, and also that it’s frustrating. He feels like he and
his family were traumatized.
None of the other folks I spoke with complained to the city like Dale. I asked them why, and they said either it
didn’t bother them enough, or they didn’t think the city would do anything about it, or both. A couple of them

said that they’d read on Nextdoor about how difficult it had been for Dale to get help and that that had informed
their decision not to reach out.
They’re correct that there’s not much the city can or will do. However, I am obligated to say that San Francisco
(true to its reputation) is still progressive on this issue. The San Francisco noise ordinance establishes an
acceptable ambient level for low-frequency noise and says that you can’t go a certain amount above that level. I
looked up the noise ordinances for San Jose, Sacramento, Los Angeles, and San Diego— not a single one even
mentions low-frequency noise.
Many cities use a “plainly audible” standard for enforcement of noise at all frequencies. That standard states
that if a sound is easily heard at a certain distance, then it should be mitigated. Cities like that standard because
it can be enforced by any police officer. You don’t need highly trained people like Alex Mendoza, or expensive
equipment. It’s cheap to enforce. Unfortunately, a “plainly audible” standard is not very helpful for a noise that
only 2% of people can hear.
While it’s more comprehensive than a “plainly audible” standard, San Francisco law doesn’t take into account
how low-frequency noise can be annoying even within ambient levels. In general in this country, we’re behind
the research when it comes to noise enforcement, and we don’t provide the necessary resources to help people
like Dale. Until that changes, people are left on their own to try to find the source of their hums. Oftentimes
they won’t be able to figure it out.
The reality is that people who are impacted often just have to cope the best they can. So I went to talk with
somebody who can help them do that.
Habituation, and The Hum Explained
I went to speak with Doctor Tracy Peck. She’s an audiologist and director of the Hearing and Speech Center in
San Francisco. She specializes in the treatment of tinnitus, and she told me she sees many parallels between
low-frequency hum hearers and sufferers of tinnitus.
Before I go further, I should say that I know from my research that folks don’t necessarily like to be told to seek
treatment for their hums, which is understandable, and I’m not recommending tinnitus treatment per se. What
Dr. Peck gave me, rather, was just a deeper understanding of how the brain works, which could be helpful. She
tells me that once we start to pay attention to a new sound, say like, a hum you just noticed—
“The perception of that sound can actually be perceived as being louder. If there is that connection between it
sounding amplified, and that emotional connection is a negative connection, where it's a fearful or worrisome
reaction, it tends to create this… negative feedback loop.”
While it’s likely a combination of factors, this is the strongest explanation we have for one of the biggest
mysteries surrounding the hum: why some people can hear it while others in the very same household will not
(according to studies out of the University of Salford in England). When the hum triggers an emotional response
rather than getting tuned out, that could be the beginning of this process of internal amplification. That process
is difficult to interrupt, both with low-frequency hums and tinnitus.
Even many doctors don’t know that it’s possible, Tracy explains. “When I was reading some of the research that
a lot of people have gone to see different professionals for both of these things, and been either kind of
dismissed, or told there's nothing [they] can do about it. It's not true, there actually are a lot of things you can
do.”
The reason that many doctors will say there is no treatment for tinnitus is that, for most forms of the disease,
there is no drug one can take, there is no surgery one can have that will get rid of it. Similar to a hard-to-locate
hum, you cannot fix the source of the issue. However, you can manage the symptoms to the point where it
becomes negligible. They do that through a process called habituation.
“Habituation is going through this retraining process to help the brain learn to filter out whatever the
bothersome sound is,” Dr. Peck explains. “We habituate to sounds all the time. If you move to a house that's
near the airport, and when you first move in, the sound of those planes taking off is pretty loud, right? Pretty
noticeable, pretty novel at first. And then over time, your brain learns, ‘Okay, that's not important. It's not

dangerous, it's not something I need to alert to. I'm going to filter it out,’ and it's going to go into the
background.”
It’s the same concept as why you don’t feel the clothes on your skin all day long. Our brains tune out, or
habituate, non-important information, and amplify what we need to pay attention to. Dr. Peck explains that this
goes back to our caveman days.
“Like if you hear a rustle in the bush, is that something that is going to try to come and eat you, and you need to
run away for safety? Or is it possibly something that is of interest and you want to actually go towards it. So
there are emotional connections to sounds.”
We can’t always control our emotional responses, especially for low-frequency noise, which, as I’ve mentioned,
has been shown to be particularly annoying. It’s important to note that it’s not a person’s fault if they’re
bothered by a hum. Research has shown that dismissing hum hearers can increase their emotional response to
the sound, which could literally make the sound louder. That’s why habituation treatments exist: to retrain the
brain to tune it out.
The patients that Dr. Peck sees have in fact learned to get their brains to filter out their tinnitus to the point
where it is no longer bothersome. The sound becomes barely perceptible unless they pay attention to it.
To explain briefly, habituation breaks down into two elements. First, there’s mixing. Mixing is where you mix
the hum (or other noise) you hear with another more pleasant sound (also referred to as “masking”). That can
retrain your brain to then tune both of those sounds out. That’s easier to do on your own at home. Second,
there’s mindfulness, which is a little more difficult to do on your own. It’s basically just noticing one’s thoughts
around the sound, and trying to have a different emotional response to it.
Here are a few articles that list apps that can help someone habituate. There are many apps out there, and one
study suggests that the best app would depend on the person’s needs. Some focus more on the sound
mixing/masking, while others are focused more on the cognitive or mindful aspect.
You can also try using a white-noise machine (or app). I spoke with a few people who said that helped, but it’s
not a long-term fix like habituation is. If you’re experiencing a hum in your life and it doesn’t bother you, that’s
great, don’t worry about it.
If you are really bothered by one of these low-frequency hums, and you’ve already given some effort to discover
the source, I wouldn’t necessarily suggest you go visit an audiologist like Dr. Peck. If you do, be patient, and
come prepared to explain, and advocate for, yourself. If they’re open to it, I’d recommend sharing with them an
article such as this one.
Here’s a link to a resource that can help you locate the source of your hum. Nearby vents, compressors,
electrical motors, and pumps are common sources of hums.
If you’re interested in finding out more, being connected with other hum-hearers, or would like assistance,
don’t hesitate to reach out! You can email me at nik.harter@gmail.com, just put “hum” somewhere in the
subject line. I’d be happy to hear from you.
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Greenhouse gas emissions warm the global atmosphere and cause our climate to change. Reducing
greenhouse gas emissions is a key component to limiting the increase in global average temperature and
the resulting changes in climate.
Total greenhouse gas emissions in 2018 in B.C. were 67.9 million tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalent (Mt CO2e). This is a 3.3% increase in gross emissions since 2017 and a 7.1% increase in
gross emissions since 2007—B.C.’s baseline year for assessing reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.
B.C. applies carbon offsets to emission totals each year to determine net greenhouse gas emissions
and progress to its official legislated targets. In 2018, carbon offsets totaled 1 Mt CO2e bringing net
greenhouse gas emissions to 66.9 Mt CO2e, 6% above 2007 levels. Figures and calculations presented in
this indicator use gross totals from the B.C. Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventory (2018) 1 and do not
account for any emission reductions from offset projects.
B.C. has set targets for reducing greenhouse gas emissions over the next 30 years. The targets are
40% less by 2030, 60% by 2040 and 80% by 2050, compared to 2007 levels. To keep B.C. on track, an
interim target of reducing greenhouse gas emissions 16% from 2007 levels by 2025 was also set. More
information on emission targets is available in the 2020 Climate Change Accountability Report.
Greenhouse gas emissions per person are rising in recent years after declining for nearly two
decades. Greenhouse gas emissions per person in B.C. consistently declined from 2004 to 2015 but have
been increasing since 2015. Greenhouse gas emissions per unit gross domestic product have consistently
declined over the past two decades.
The transportation and fossil fuel sectors produce the most greenhouse gas emissions in B.C.
Major transportation-related sources of greenhouse gas emissions include cars, trucks, heavy-duty
trucks, and rail. The major fossil fuel industry source is natural gas production and processing.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions in British Columbia


In 2018, gross greenhouse gas emissions in B.C. were 7.1% higher than the 2007 baseline year.



Overall, the greenhouse gases produced per person in B.C. were less in 2018 than the 2007 baseline
year, however per capita emissions have been increasing since 2015*.



Greenhouse gas emissions per million dollars of GDP varied year to year between 1990-2001 and have
consistently declined since 2001.



Population size and gross domestic product in B.C. have continually increased since 1990 (with the
exception of GDP in 2009), while greenhouse gas emissions have either stabilized or increased by
relatively small increments—compared to population and gross domestic product growth—during this
same time period.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Economic Sector





Greenhouse gas emissions are sorted into the following economic sectors: fossil fuels, electricity,
transportation, heavy industry, buildings, agriculture, waste, afforestation and deforestation, and other
industry (includes light manufacturing, construction, and forest resources).
By looking at the greenhouse gas contributions across the different sectors, we can see where the
majority of B.C.’s emissions are coming from, as well as the trends in emissions from those sectors.
The transportation sector produces the largest amount of greenhouse gas emissions in British Columbia.
Passenger transport—cars, trucks, motorcycles—and freight transport—heavy duty trucks and rail—
produce the most emissions within the transportation sector.



The fossil fuel sector produces the second largest amount of greenhouse gas emissions in British
Columbia. This sector includes production, refining and distribution activities.
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How have greenhouse gas emissions changed within economic sectors?


The amount of carbon dioxide equivalent emitted annually by each economic sector was compared to
1990 levels. The transportation sector had the largest increase in annual emissions of any sector over the
past decade. The fossil fuel sector also had consistent increases in annual emissions, with levels peaking
from 2011 to 2014.
 Buildings, agriculture, other industry, electricity and waste sectors emitted similar levels of carbon
dioxide equivalent in 2018 as 1990.
 Deforestation emissions declined consistently since 1990. Heavy industry’s emissions decreased
consistently from 2004 to 2013, with slight increases observed in recent years.
 Each economic sector was broken down into more specific categories where available. This information
is provided below.
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Results by Economic Sector





Economic sectors were broken down into subsectors, where subsectors were available. Further
information on the emissions categorized in each subsector are provided in the British Columbia
Greenhouse Gas Provincial Inventory Methodology2.
Each subsector contributes varying amounts of emissions to the sector total. Examining these
breakdowns further can give us a greater insight into the sources of emissions in B.C.
In each economic sector figure below, the grey background shows the total emissions from each sector
over time and the color sections show the contribution of each subsector compared to the sector total.
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Methods
The British Columbia Greenhouse Gas Provincial Inventory Methodology2 provides a description of the
methodologies and data sources used in preparing B.C.’s greenhouse gas emissions inventory. Currently, most
of the Provincial Inventory data comes from Canada’s National Inventory Report (NIR)3 In addition to using the
NIR data, the B.C. Provincial Inventory generally follows the same methods and uses the same categories. Any
deviations from the NIR methodology or categorization is described in detail in the B.C. Provincial Inventory
Methodology2. Additional information is also available in the British Columbia Greenhouse Gas Emission
Inventory Report (2018)1.
Greenhouse gas emissions include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), sulphur
hexafluoride (SF6), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and nitrogen trifluoride (NF 3)
released by human activity—these emissions are reported collectively here as millions of tonnes of carbon
dioxide equivalent (Mt CO2e). British Columbia population estimates (Table: 17-10-0005-01) and gross

domestic product (Table: 36-10-0222-01) data were sourced from Statistics Canada. Gross domestic product
(GDP) is calculated using expenditure-based GDP and reported in millions of chained 2012 dollars.
The R code for repeating the analysis and data visualizations presented on this page is available on GitHub.
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*By accessing these datasets, you agree to the licence associated with each file, as indicated below.
 British Columbia Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Licence: Open Government Licence - British Columbia)
Download a printable version of this indicator (PDF)

TRUCKER CONVOYS ELICIT OPPOSING VIEWS
MAILBOX NSNEWS Page A9 Wed Feb 9/2022
Dear Editor:
I am writing to express my utter frustration with, an contempt of, the trucker convoys that
have been literally terrorizing private citizens in their places of residence and work in Ottawa
and other major Canadian citizens over the past week.
I am appalled and disgusted on a nonstop basis by news of people affiliated with this rag-tag
“movement” who feel it is justified to do things like vandalize our local COVID-19 vaccination
centre by throwing rocks through its windows (which happened at the Lloyd Street centre this
past week), or, with the most extreme depravity, physically assaulting people for wearing
masks or specifically interfering with medical professionals who are doing their level best to
provide care to those infected with the virus. The list of boorish offences goes on and on.
Human civilization has been here before – historical examples of hyper-irrational interference
with protection measures from some segments of society are well documented with regards
to the Spanish Flu, polio and other outbreaks. Unfortunately, the saddest chapters of history
really do seem to repeat. But who among these “fine folks” ever pays attention to history?
Never in my life have I ever felt such a sense of profound sorrow over the tendency of so
many people to stubbornly insist on the right to wilful stupidity, all the while cloaking their
position under the ridiculously false and inauthentic claims of being “true patriots” and
defenders of “freedom.” Message to truckers: You’re fed up with COVID and all its
restrictions? Get in line – so are all the rest of us, but there are some of us who are trying to
cope rationally and intelligently, which does not include carrying on like vandals of civilization.
I would argue that people who accost caregivers, and use extreme, excruciating noise
pollution tactics (amongst many other forms of uncivil disturbance) to make their case against
the simple mandate of a quick and painless vaccine that could prevent serious illness or even
death, are absolutely not patriots at all, but the diametric opposite – lawless, out of control
yahoos.
To be a “patriot” means more than wrapping yourself in a flag to justify whatever reckless
actions you wish to take. To be a real patriot means, in part, to understand your civic
responsibilities in support of your community. And that means doing the right thing in support
of measures designed to protect health and safety, especially in times of crisis. The pandemic
easily qualifies as an epidemiological crisis, with millions having died prematurely from it, and
many millions more requiring hospitalization.

I hope for and look forward to the day when COVID has run its course sufficiently so that
unusual health orders and mandates are deemed no longer necessary for our protection by
our public health officers, who in my opinion have done a remarkable job in adapting to this
once-in-a-century situation. When that day arrives, the absurd impulse for protest against
these measures will also too presumably run its course.
In the meantime, if these truckers and their anti-vax confrères had any hope of winning over
the hearts and minds of the mainstream public with their undertakings of the past week, while
they may have done so among those who share their blatantly selfish and uninformed
perspectives on these things, those of us who actually value civilized behaviour and legitimate
free speech can only look on and shake our heads in disgust
.
May COVID and the trucker convoys both meet the same fate – literally disappearing into thin
air from whence they came. As quickly as possible.
Frank Paul
North Vancouver
Dear Editor:
Yes, there has been isolated incidents of behaviour that needs condemning, but only by a few,
and not supported by the protesters. They are not the “alt right” and they don’t claim to
epresent the trucking industry. They claim to be concerned Canadian citizens worried about
never-ending vaccine mandates and the economic mess left behind as restrictions continue on
into the future. With the onset of Omicron the pandemic [is becoming] endemic, something
we will have to learn to live with well into the future. The mandates have served their purpose
and it is time to let them go. Many countries are carefully loosening their restrictions now
and Canada should be doing the same.
Anthony Rader

Urban public transit, August 2021
Released at 8:30 a.m. Eastern time in The Daily, Friday, October 29, 2021

Highlights
In August, the number of passengers on Canada's urban transit networks rose to its highest level in almost a year,
as more businesses reopened following the easing of COVID-19 restrictions amid high vaccination rates. Transit
ridership has recovered roughly two-fifths (41.9%) of its pre-pandemic August 2019 level.

Ridership trails pre-pandemic levels
Canada's urban transit networks carried nearly 61.3 million riders in August, up 10.5% from the 55.5 million riders in
August 2020. This marked the fifth consecutive month with a year-over-year increase and the highest number
boarding in 11 months.
August volumes exceeded 40% of pre-pandemic levels nationwide for the first time since the pandemic began in
March 2020. However, volumes remained well below pre-pandemic levels as there were 84.9 million fewer riders in
August compared with the same month in 2019.
While ridership from July to August is typically flat or wanes somewhat, it increased by 3.2% in
August 2021 (or 1.9 million more rides). By August, most jurisdictions in Canada had implemented near-final stages
of public health reopening plans for indoor locations, such as restaurants, recreation facilities, personal care
services, retail stores, and entertainment venues.
According to the August Labour Force Survey, employment increased in the services-producing sector, led by large
gains in accommodation and food services, and in information, culture and recreation, creating a greater need for
transit. More than half (57.9%) of passenger growth in August stemmed from urban areas in Quebec and Ontario.
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Chart 1
Urban public transit operating revenue and passenger trips, monthly, 2017 to 2021
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Source(s): Table 23-10-0251-01.

Financial situation improving
Total operating revenues (excluding subsidies) reached $149.7 million in August, up 20.2% from August 2020.
While this amounted to nearly 44 cents of every pre-pandemic dollar earned for the month, the most since the
pandemic began, it remained $192.6 million below August 2019.
Note to readers
Data for the most recent quarter are subject to revision. The data in this release are not seasonally adjusted.
This survey collects data on operating revenue (excluding subsidies) and the number of passenger trips from a panel of urban transit
companies that represents at least 75% of revenues in each province and territory. Users should note that the panel is adjusted annually
to maintain the 75% coverage and could differ slightly from what it was in the same month a year earlier.
Data prior to January 2017 can be found in table 23-10-0078-01.
The Transportation Data and Information Hub, a web portal developed jointly by Statistics Canada and Transport Canada, provides
Canadians with online access to comprehensive statistics and measures on the country's transportation sector.
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Available tables: table 23-10-0251-01.
Definitions, data sources and methods: survey number 2745.
For more information, or to enquire about the concepts, methods or data quality of this release, contact us
(toll-free 1-800-263-1136; 514-283-8300; STATCAN.infostats-infostats.STATCAN@canada.ca) or Media
Relations (613-951-4636; STATCAN.mediahotline-ligneinfomedias.STATCAN@canada.ca).
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Vancouver new house construction costs highest in Canada
Average new 2,600-square-foot house sells for $1.75 million and includes $191,000 in municipal fees and
taxes and $666,000 for the land
Frank O'Brien Feb 2 2022
https://www.nsnews.com/real-estate-news/vancouver-new-house-construction-costs-highest-in-canada-5020509

Chart courtesy of Homebuilders Association of Vancouver.
The annual Altus Group’s Canadian Cost Guide 2022, tracking hard construction costs across Canada, has been
released and it shows a sharp increase in costs in 2021 compared to 2020.
Altus cites a combination of high demand, rising prices for building materials, a persistent labour shortage and
broken supply chains for the creation of a “perfect storm of rising costs.”
Consider the challenges the residential construction industry has faced some may consider it a wonder that
prices did not rise even higher.
According to the Canadian Cost Guide 2022, total residential spending in 2021 reached $126 billion, up from
$114 billion a year earlier.

The costs compared in the guide are hard construction costs, drawn from 1,995 residential project in 2021. The
prices are based on the cost per square foot and do not include land costs, soft costs such as marketing and
design, landscaping, or financing, legal or municipal fees, which vary widely across Canada.
The Homebuilders Association of Vancouver (HAVAN) released a report January 31 that estimates that local
land values account for 38.1 per cent of the average cost of a new Metro Vancouver detached house, which sells
for $1.75 million. Municipal fees and taxes make up an average of 10.9 per cent, or $191,400, of a new house
price.
HAVAN cost estimates are based on data as of December 31, 2021, building a 2,600 square foot single-family
detached home over 12 months, to B.C.’s building code.
The following comparisons are for a single-family detached house with no basement and the cost to custom
build a detached house in Canada’s three largest markets
In Metro Vancouver, the cost to build a standard, no-basement detached house in 2021 ranged from $150 per
square foot to $275 per square foot. For a Metro Vancouver custom house, the price range was from $450 to
$1,135 per square foot, according to Altus.
HAVAN says the construction costs contribute nearly 30 per cent, or $520,000, to the average sale price of a
typical detached house in Metro Vancouver.
In the Greater Toronto Area (GTA), the cost to build a standard, no-basement detached house in 2021 ranged
from $165 per square foot to $260 per square foot. For a GTA custom house, the price range was from $480 to
$1,050 per square foot.
In Montreal, the cost to build a standard, no-basement detached house in 2021 ranged from $130 per square foot
to $190 per square foot. For a Montreal custom house, the price range was from $400 to $800 per square foot.
On average, the price to construct a standard detached house in these three centres was up 3.4 per cent from
2020, while the cost to build a custom home increased 11.1 per cent in 2021 from a year earlier.
For the complete 2022 construction cost guide, which details single-family and multi-family construction costs
in nine Canadian cities, contact Altus Group at www.altusgroup.com

Vancouver’s Big, Promising Step on Affordable Housing
Council approved a version of the Making HOME proposal that, thankfully, has features to blunt
spiralling land cost inflation.
https://thetyee.ca/Analysis/2022/02/01/Vancouvers-Big-Promising-Affordable-Housing-Step/
Patrick Condon Feb 1 2022 | TheTyee.ca
Patrick Condon is the James Taylor chair in Landscape and Livable Environments at the
University of British Columbia’s School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture
and the founding chair of the UBC urban design program.

Bright idea: Mayor Kennedy Stewart’s Making HOME motion,
passed with amendments from other council members, moves
beyond assuming more density will alone soften home prices.
Photo by Kenny Louie, CC BY 2.0.
Vancouver’s last municipal election was waged largely on
dealing with out of control home prices. That mandate created a
sense the city might move beyond tinkering and become a
laboratory for truly innovative approaches that could put a real
dent in the problem.
Last Wednesday, in my opinion, council finally made good on its chance to boldly experiment amidst our
housing crisis.
Members voted overwhelmingly in favour of a motion called Making HOME: Housing for All of Us tabled by
Mayor Kennedy Stewart.
This motion, intended as a pilot program to create 2,000 medium density housing projects on small lots
throughout the city, is described as a strategy to make housing affordable in Vancouver’s leafy low density
neighbourhoods, (largely those in the southern half of the city).
As someone who has regularly urged our politicians to use tools at their disposal to undercut land speculators
who drive up housing costs, I find much to like in this proposal.
I have some serious questions to pose as well.
A fast history of shortfalls
First a bit of history dating back to 1995, when that era’s council passed the original CityPlan (not to be
confused with the current City Wide Plan). CityPlan was a large-scale effort to plan how the city should grow
and how it could be affordable for a wide range of demographics. Already, a quarter century ago, the gap
between wages and housing costs was alarming.
In the intervening decades after many attempts to bring down prices through increasing housing supply, things
have become significantly worse. Councils came and went and various initiatives were tabled, attempted and
revised — from Sam Sullivan’s Eco Density, to Vision Vancouver’s Housing Reset.
That brings us up to 2020 and the pandemic year when, despite predictions to the contrary, housing prices in
Vancouver (measured on a basis per square feet of interior space) increased, absurdly, by another 20 per cent.
Clearly it was time for new experiments in the laboratory.

It was against this background that Coun. Lisa Dominato tabled, in July of 2020, her “Enabling Creative and
Easily Replicated ‘Missing Middle’ Housing Pilots.” Her intention was to open up so-called “single family
zones” to higher density projects. I say so-called single-family because maximum density per such lots already
is four units not one.
Dominato’s motion raised hackles among the public, because it was vague about how large new buildings might
be.
When Dominato’s motion came up on the council agenda in September, Mayor Stewart offered a substantial
amendment that, importantly, added specificity, by calling for the pilot to allow for four to six units (including
strata title ownership), without onsite parking, on any lot in areas zoned for single family type dwellings
citywide.
Taken together the new motion resembled what some other North American municipalities are trying in their
own responses to the housing crisis, notably Portland, Oregon.
However, early on, the various texts describing what now came to be known as the “Mayor Stewart’s Making
Home” proposal did not state to what extent this new housing would be affordable and by what mechanisms
affordability would be guaranteed. Criticism that this would do nothing more than inflate land prices merely
adding profits for land speculators and leading to denser but still unaffordable housing were raised — and I was
one who did so.
Such concerns were reinforced when, this year we saw the results of a 2018 bylaw change by council designed
to encourage duplexes where single homes existed. We now know sale prices for each duplex can exceed the
purchase price for the single family home it replaced.
So it seemed Vancouver’s housing policy laboratory was in danger of producing a lot of trial and error leading
to dispiriting results.
The positive shift
But between last summer and last Wednesday something interesting and potentially game changing took place.
The mayor and council seemed to realize that policies that merely increase supply were not alone going to have
the desired effect.
The proposal passed Wednesday not only will boost supply but it also recognizes that when land is rezoned for
more density, its value rises — very steeply and to no one’s benefit but land speculators if they pounce to
capture the “land lift” that new zoning provides.
First a look at how the proposal could lead to significantly more supply:
Here’s a way to see the possibilities. The
upper-left image is a typical Vancouver
residential block now. The upper-right
image is the current allowed use showing
three units now common: two in the
main structure and one on the lane
(different units indicated by different
colours). The lower-left image shows
one additional unit added to main
structure and dormers. And in the lowerright image we see two smaller units
(again shown in different colours), added
for a final total of six units, yet still in
keeping with streetscape and original
heritage structure preserved. Image by
Patrick Condon.
But beyond up-zoning for more density,
Wednesday’s approved proposal, as adopted, reflects an aggressive attempt to capture that new land value for

public gain — streaming it away from the pockets of land speculators into social benefit for Vancouver
residents.
Here is how: In order to be authorized for six units, the proponent will have to agree to pay what amounts to
“land lift fee.” This fee would be set at a rate intended to capture most of the new land value that would
otherwise enrich speculators — and unfairly lift assessed values of surrounding properties.
The trick, as described by proponents at the meeting, is to set the land lift fee at a price that is low enough to
induce development of the six units but not so low as to inflate land values.
This strategy admittedly is not new. It has been used in the city for decades, but until now only on larger
projects. The city has used an alphabet soup of fees (CAC, DCL, DCE) that are designed to capture the lion’s
share of land lift for use to fund civic needs such as affordable housing, parks, community centres, sewer lines,
etc.
What is new is applying these same fees for small lot development to hold down land price inflation and
provide funds for public purpose.
Let me give you some idea of how much money we are talking about. Each additional square foot of new
interior space the city authorizes above base zoning is worth almost $500. Currently in areas zoned single
family, on a standard 4,000 square foot lot you are allowed to build about 2,800 square feet. That works out to a
land value of $1.4 million. We see empty lots selling for that and more in Vancouver. If you suddenly double
that allowed density, the new value created with that stroke of the pen may generate an additional $1 million or
more in new land value.
Whatever the final amount is, it is a lot of money. The motion calls for a “pilot” program of 2,000 projects. At
$1 million of new value from each lot, and if the lion’s share of that new value was captured by this proposed
land lift fee, that could supply up to $2 billion for social benefit! That is nobody’s idea of chump change.
Some outstanding questions
However, the proposal as passed left many questions unanswered. The most important one: what will this
money be used for?
During the meeting Coun. Jean Swanson offered a set of amendments. These amendments essentially set
affordability goals for staff follow-through. One was to insure any renter displaced got one of the units at the
same price as before. Another one, probably the most important of them, set a goal that each project would
produce funding for three units, either on site or off site, that were affordable to those making $50,000 to
$80,000. These changes directed the mayor’s motion strongly in the direction of housing equity and passed
overwhelmingly, signalling council’s broad consensus on this important goal.
If staff is able to organize the necessary permitting and fee distribution machinery to make all this work it
would be revolutionary.
But I can’t end without replaying what my mom used to tell me: “There’s many a slip ’tween cup and the lip,”
she would caution. There is every reason to believe that powerful interests would not be happy that land price
gains were captured by city residents and not filling their already overstuffed pockets. Other programs with
similar intentions in other parts of North America designed to use proceeds from one project to provide housing
“off-site” have failed more often than not to match their promise.
The opportunity for the non-profit sector and the co-op sector to be the mainstays for this initiative was not
mentioned and it should have been.
Incompatible design can create understandable community pushback. Competing demands for city funds can
draw proceeds away from much-needed housing.
It will be crucial for city staff to be deeply creative in how they suggest these financial and design flows can be
managed. Hopefully this council and the new one to be seated in October will have their backs.
One final and important point. Recently B.C.’s Minister of Housing David Eby complained that local councils
were too cowardly in the face of voter opposition to approve bold housing measures, and that the province

would be stepping in to take corrective action. This revolutionary action by the council proves that at least in
Vancouver, that’s not true.
In the end the vote by council was very broadly in support of this dramatic collaborative council plan. Indeed,
only 10 citizens spoke, most in support, and most providing gentle suggestions that council make the social
intention of this motion more emphatic: provide affordable housing in all our neighbourhoods for city wage
earners, they said.
The consensus expressed and the lack of widespread opposition also gives the lie to presumptions that residents
will always oppose housing change. In this case it is clear that residents will not oppose change if benefits flow
not to land speculators but to those who need housing, many of whom are their own sons and daughters.
Read more: Housing, Municipal Politics

Peter MacKay and Vern White: What's happening
in Ottawa is not freedom, it’s anarchy
What we have seen in the occupation of Ottawa and blockages at border crossings is not the right of protest, but
illegal activity that is a national security and economic threat
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Feb 14, 2022 - Truckers occupation and protesting continues its 18th day in downtown Ottawa Sunday
afternoon. Three men take full cans of fuel past the police on O' Connor Street in Ottawa Monday morning.
TONY CALDWELL, Postmedia.
We are a free society that protects and embraces the right to assembly and of peaceful protest. But, after what
we have seen in Ottawa and elsewhere over the past 18 days, and to some degree in the past few years at
pipelines and rail lines, we are no longer a country that applies the rule of law without fear or prejudice.
Peter MacKay and Vern White: What's happening in Ottawa is not freedom, it’s anarchy

The right of protest is integral to — and strengthens — our democracy. Citizens have the right to make their
voices heard loud and clear every day and not just at the ballot box.

Canadians are frustrated and tired with all they have endured. Those who don’t like being compelled to get
vaccinated to get on an airplane, visit a restaurant, or enter a land border by car or truck can grab a sign and fill
our public squares. Indeed, there is ample valid opinion that many Canadian governments have over reached
and politicized COVID for partisan benefit. The debate over the decisions made by governments over COVID
measures and their impacts on our overall health began prior to and will continue long after the trucks
occupying Parliament Hill and our vital infrastructure are gone.
Every government in Canada has struggled with the pandemic. Many of the restrictions can’t be explained in a
way people understand. What is understandable, and one might even applaud, are those who grab a sign and
parade around Parliament Hill or their own provincial or town gathering place to demonstrate their anger and
lack of confidence in their governments.
But what we have seen in the occupation of Ottawa and blockages at border crossings is not the right of protest
enshrined in our constitution, but illegal activity that represents a national security and economic threat to
Canada. Leaving aside the stated manifesto of the organizers to overthrow the government, these protests are
weakening our economy and disrupting the freedoms of law-abiding citizens.
No doubt the convoy of truckers and others who now control downtown Ottawa were buoyed by the welcome
mat extended by elected officials; those who swore an oath to protect Canadian institutions. Hypocritically, one
day members of Parliament clamour for rail blockades to come down and then the next they cheer on those who
boast of their illegal intent and then paralyze supply chains, impede traffic and restrict ordinary citizens from
the peaceful enjoyment of their lives.
Local law enforcement has proven to be unwilling or incapable of dealing with these threats. On Saturday, they
ceded ground and the security perimeter around the National War Memorial and the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier to the most virulent of protestors. Lines were drawn to prevent or stall the refuelling of trucks, but were
then immediately crossed.
The challenging work of law enforcement is made more difficult when being undermined by elected officials.
Aside from allowing them to set up, local police have proven to be no match for a few anarchists and
lawbreakers, some with extensive military and police experience schooled in tactics and likely civilian
responses. Among their leaders are Daniel Bulford, a former RCMP officer who protected the prime minister;
Tom Quiggin, former RCMP and intelligence officer who gave testimony to Standing Committee on Public
Safety and National Security in 2015; and, Tom Marazzo, who claims a 25-year military career.
This is not freedom, it’s anarchy on display at the threshold of our democracy.
While Canada may be divided on pandemic restrictions, we believe the country is united in the view that illegal
blockades and occupations are wrong and that court injunctions should be enforced.
We need a serious solution to a serious problem that is proportionate to the challenge. Getting serious means
having the intelligence and conviction to minimize whatever disruptions are evident and imminent. We ask how
it is a 21-year-old could file an effective injunction to deal with the horn-honking of the convoy while City of
Ottawa solicitors contemplated their options? How much different it would have been had the Ottawa Police
positioned concrete barriers around the Parliamentary precinct and allowed a controlled flow of vehicles into
the downtown core. We support the proposals to put the streets within the Parliamentary district into federal
hands so there is clarity about who is responsible and accountable for public and parliamentary safety.
But why would the occupiers leave? They are gaining worldwide notoriety with impunity. The cash and bitcoin
donations roll in. They believe authorities are not a threat to their moment of fame.
So, what’s next?

As a rule, let’s affirm that negotiations with those committing illegal acts is a terrible precedent. National
security threats, which we are now facing, need to be led by our national security force, the RCMP, through the
use of the Emergencies Act, which the federal government invoked Monday. They have the strength,
intelligence, methods and capability that no single municipality can muster.
We cannot be selective about what blockades we tolerate and those we resist. All illegal activity whatever the
cause needs to be treated the same — regardless of the sympathies of the government of the day.
Illegal activity cannot shape government policy. In this circumstance, governments should follow the science
and not be afraid to alter COVID policies even if that’s what the anarchists and protesters say they want.
When Quebec Premier François Legault said last week the protests had no influence on his decision to begin
lifting restrictions, he humorously added, “If they want to take credit and not come back in two weeks, I
wouldn’t be opposed to that.” It would be far less humorous if frustrated citizens confronted the lawbreakers
and violence ensued.
Finally, with all forewarning, Canada must deliberately apply the rule of law in a way that leaves no doubt that
injunctions will be enforced and that those who do not comply face severe financial and other legal
consequences. The warning might have the desired effect to bring the blockades to an end, but this will only
happen if the organizers sense resolve and strength in the forces the RCMP can muster.
We have had massive protests in Ottawa that were peaceful and advanced the goals of the organizers. The
30,000 from Canada’s Tamil community who came to Parliament Hill in 2009 to speak out against violence and
civil war in Sri Lanka were heard loud and clear and offer lessons on what purposeful, lawful and effective
protest looks like.
It’s not just our capital and our borders that are under threat but the rule and law and how we function as a
democracy. So far, we are setting a very bad precedent that has only emboldened copycats who have witnessed
consequence-free anarchy. If we are serious as a country about our values, we need to stand up for them and not
let lawlessness prevail.
Peter MacKay is a former Minister of Justice, External Affairs and National Defence. Senator Vern White is the
former Chief of Police for the City of Ottawa.

